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Spectral lines 

What has happened to specialization? Some time ago 
there was much talk about living in an age of specializa-
tion, much concern about the fact that our technology 
was getting more specialized, with ever-increasing 

difficulty in communication between disciplines. Surely 
you remember the apothegm, "the specialist is one who 
learns more and more about less and less, until he knows 
everything about nothing." 
The pattern of engineering specialization was evident 

in most college catalogs. Out of what once were simply 
courses in engineering, civil engineering and mechanical 

engineering grew; then came electrical and chemical 
engineering, and later, electives in sanitation, transporta-
tion, structures, aeronautics, power, communication, 
biochemistry, system theory, computers, etc.—each field 
with its own special interest and, worst of all, its own 
special jargon. The situation became so bad in some 

places that even engineering college students could 
scarcely talk to each other. And the process continues, 
leaving some of us rather bewildered. 

Even within a specialty such as ours, expansion and 
specialization are phenomenal. Where once two technical 
publications (the AIEE TRANSACTIONS and the PRO-
CEEDINGS OF THE IRE) sufficed, now dozens appear; 
as many as 35 within our own Institute. One cannot 

begin to read all the publications, so one must select and 

specialize. 
Must this process go on and on, like a Parkinson 

nightmare? Or does some unifying principle exist that 

can keep things within the bounds of human compre-
hension? There are at least two compensating effects, 
and perhaps several; the two that occur to me are simpli-

fication and obsolescence. 
Fortunately, as understanding of a subject deepens, 

simplifying relations are found. Art becomes science and 

science becomes coordinated; common relations between 
seemingly diverse phenomena become evident and non-
essentials are recognized. The evolution from letters to 
technical papers, to review papers, and to textbooks, and 
the continuous reorganization of educational courses, 

accelerate this process. If only it could keep up with the 

growth of knowledge! 
There is comfort in the fact that the trend toward 

specialization in undergraduate engineering education is 
being reversed. Courses are becoming more basic, and 

some engineering schools have gone so far as virtually to 
eliminate specialization in undergraduate studies so that 
the engineer of the future will have a much broader base 

of common knowledge! 
That this is to the good is evident when we consider 

what is happening in the field. In the area of power we 

find power plants controlled by computer, remotely 

observed by closed-circuit television, translated by silicon-
controlled rectifiers, generated by atomic energy, plasmas, 

and fuel cells. We see the threat of sodium transmission 
lines, cryogenic transmission lines, waveguide and light-

beam power distribution, and undersea power distri-
bution. We hear of the possibility of harnessing sun 
power and earth heat. Power-line induced plasmas even 
produce UFOs. What next? Is there any future for a 
narrow specialist in the power industry? 

For that matter, does he have a future in electronics? 
Look at what is happening to devices today. Resistors, 
capacitors, diodes, and transistors with interconnections 
are produced by the hundreds in one operation that might 

be classified as vacuum chemistry. Unless the small-
device specialist starts to become integrated, he will be 

joining the ranks of the blacksmith, or the pre-Renais-
sance scribe. And the circuit specialist is no better off. 
I would rather not mention what has happened to 

tubes; it's too painful and the point is clear enough. 
Old art is becoming obsolete and we are generating new 
lines of specialization. A specialist in any field had better 
keep a broad base of understanding and be ready to 
jump quickly. I pity the narrow specialist of yesterday 
and would forewarn the specialist of today. The price of 
excellence is specialization, but the cost of too much 

specialization is obsolescence. 
What does this all mean to the IEEE? I think it means 

that we must be quick to see new lines of specialization, 
to recognize fields that are becoming obsolescent and to 
concentrate on the new ingredients of electrical engineer-
ing. We should seek common ground for various disci-
plines and find ways of unifying diverse viewpoints. 
The present move to combine some of the smaller 

Groups is a step in the right direction. As I look back, 
I think that the introduction of IEEE SPECTRUM as a 
journal with intersubdisciplinary coverage of engineering 
and electronics was good. The merger too, however 
difficult, was probably inevitable for the same reasons. 
I hear much about SPECTRUM'S lack of coverage of 

certain technical areas, particularly power. Actually, 

the number of papers dealing directly with the power 
industry is not out of proportion to the membership in 
this field, but one is missing the point if he looks to 
SPECTRUM for papers in his own field. SPECTRUM cannot 
provide coverage in depth in all fields of interest; SPEC-
TRUM can help one to keep abreast of the times and to be 
aware of the changing technology in fields other than his 
own. Scanning recent issues, I find that nearly two thirds 
of the articles contain material that should be of concern 
to the power engineer with a future. Most of them are 

called "interdisciplinary" today, but watch out for tomor-
row! C. C. Cutler 
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The uses of a professional society 

If an engineering society is to be effective, it should not be 
hampered by traditions handed down from societies formed to serve 
other objectives. Rather, it should reflect the needs of a 
membership that includes not only those who contribute 
to the .field in a scholarly way but also those who implement 
science and technology for the public benefit 

William G. Shepherd President IEEE 

This year many of us in IEEE have had reason to ask 
ourselves what we expected of membership in the In-
stitute. As president of the Institute, it was my respon-
sibility to announce during this year the decision of the 
Board of Directors that an increase in dues was necessary 
if the health of the society and its fiscal integrity were to 
be maintained. When the announcement was made, the 
reaction of the members was sought and their suggestions 

as to how the Institute could serve them more effectively 
were solicited. Many of the responses received were dis-
cussed by the Executive Committee and the Board. 

It is an entirely human reaction that a member's re-
sponse came in terms of the immediate relevance of the 
Institute activities to his individual needs and the partic-
ular content of his job. Such immediate reactions under-
standably overlook the historical development of pro-

fessional societies and the ends they were established to 
serve. In general, it seemed to me that the reactions and 
the discussion reflected some of the confusion in all of 
our minds as to the goals and purposes of engineering. 
I should like to review the historical background of pro-
fessional societies and compare the traditions inherited 
from our past and the needs of engineering today. Hope-
fully this may suggest the appropriate uses of a pro-
fessional society and, equally important, the obligation 

Full text of an address presented at the National Electronics 
Conference, Chicago, Ill., Oct. 3-5, 1966. 

assumed by a member when he associates himself with 
the society. 

The early societies 

Professional societies had their origins in the scientific 
academies, of which perhaps the earliest in a form relevant 
to this discussion was the Academia Secretorum Naturae, 
founded by Della Porta in Naples in 1560. To become a 
member, an individual had to have made a discovery in 
natural science. The hazards of science in that day are 
reflected in the fact that the academy did not long survive, 
because Della Porta was suspected of practicing black 
art and summoned before the papal court to justify him-
self. Though acquitted, he was required to close his 
academy. 
The academies that have had continuous histories and 

can most appropriately be regarded as the ancestors of 
our modern societies were founded in the 17th century. 
Notable examples are the British Royal Society and the 
French Academy of Sciences. The Royal Society devel-
oped from an informal organization established about 
1645 composed in the words of the day of "divers worthy 
persons inquisitive into natural philosophy" who met 
weekly. For those concerned with the IEEE dues it is 
worthy of note that the membership fees were about 
seven dollars a year—a rather princely sum for the time, 
particularly since the members received no publications. 
In 1660 the organization received a royal charter and 
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assumed its present name with a membership restricted 
initially to 55. The scientific exchange between the mem-
bers was clearly direct and the only publication was in the 
records made by a secretary. Interchange with members 
of similar societies was accomplished through corre-
spondence. Out of the records of the secretary and the 
correspondence developed the Philosophical Transactions, 
which have persisted to our day. It is interesting to note 

that an important function of the Society at its beginning 
was the performance of experiments before the member-
ship—perhaps one of the earliest organized forms of 
continuing education. 
There were several distinctive features of these societies. 

Their concern was with basic science, and membership 
was restricted to those who had demonstrated an ability 
to make original contributions and who were prepared 
to participate directly in further contributions. The so-
cieties served as forums where new concepts could be 
presented and subjected to critical examination. They 
provided an organized means for developing archival 
records of scientific advances. In short, they were estab-
lished to legitimize and facilitate an interchange of in-
formation between active practitioners in scientific 
study. 

Prior to the establishment of these societies, inter-
change between philosophers was individual, either direct 
or through correspondence. The number of minds 
brought into interaction was obviously limited; in con-
sequence, the pace of advance was slow. Widespread 
publication would not have been possible, of course, 
before the invention and development of printing, but 
this technique had preceded the founding of these soci-
eties by 200 years. Thus, the organization of the societies 
was in itself a significant event, providing opportunities 
for a wider interaction between individuals and an en-
hanced stimulation of further advances. The establish-
ment of these societies was not by itself sufficient to 
produce our present science and technology, but it is 

clear that without them our present state of knowledge 
would be much more primitive. 

James B. Conant expresses this point of view succinctly 
in his book, Science and Common Sense, as follows: 
"The important thing which emerges from even a 

superficial study of the recent history of the experi-
mental sciences (say since 1850) is the existence of an 
organization of individuals in close communication with 
each other. Because of the existence of this organiza-
tion new ideas spread rapidly, discoveries breed more 
discoveries, and erroneous observations or illogical 
notions are on the whole soon corrected. The deep sig-
nificance of the existence of this organization is often 

completely missed by those who talk about science but 
have no first hand experience with it. Indeed a failure to 
appreciate how scientists pool their information and 
by doing so start a process of cross fertilization in the 
realm of ideas has resulted in some strange proposals 
by politicians even in the United States." 
This last comment of Conant deserves some emphasis. 

His book was published in 1951 when there was great 
concern over proposals to restrict publication of research 
findings touching on classified areas and with the stifling 
effect this would have on cross-fertilization of ideas. 
Fortunately that controversy had a favorable outcome. 
A concern about limitation of the cross-fertilization of 
ideas should, however, be before us as we consider the 

publication problems of our present-day societies in deal-
ing with the specialization of our literature. 

The missions of the scientist and the engineer 

Although the engineering societies came into existence 
nearly two centuries later than the scientific societies, and 
brought together individuals having different objectives, 

the fundamental purposes in organizing were the same. 
Thus the constitution of the IEEE states: 

"Its purposes are scientific, literary and educational, 
directed toward the advancement of the theory and prac-
tice of electrical engineering, electronics, radio, allied 

branches of engineering or the related arts and sciences. 
Means to these ends are the holding of meetings for the 
reading and discussion of professional papers, the pub-
lication and circulation of works of literature, science 
and art pertaining thereto and any other activities neces-
sary and proper to the fulfillment of these objectives." 
There is a major difference between the missions of the 

scientist and of the engineer, which has an important 
bearing on the organization and mission of an engineer-
ing society. The scientist has as his basic concern the 
expansion of the fundamental laws of nature without 

regard for the immediate usefulness of his findings. 
The engineer, in the words of the charter of the oldest 
engineering society, has as his declared mission the de-
velopment of the "art of directing the great sources of 
power in nature for the use and convenience of man." 
His objectives, as is often overlooked by the humanists, 
are therefore more humanitarian than are those of the 
scientist. 

If the engineer is to perform his assumed task effectively 
he must have a solid foundation in the basic sciences 
relevant to his field of concentration and keep abreast of 
advances in them. He must also be prepared to deal with 
practical economic considerations, reliability, and aes-
thetics, which together will insure the viability and ac-
ceptability of the products of his efforts. These require-
ments are broad indeed, and a professional engineering 
society ought to reflect this breadth and complexity. I 
have found rather sobering the lack of appreciation within 
some segments of the membership of the Institute for the 
breadth of this mission. It generates intolerance for the 
range of interests that must be served. 

Goals of engineering education 

If one considers the full range of activities required to 
put the forces of nature into the service of man at a time 
when technology has achieved its present degree of com-
plexity, one begins to appreciate the difficulties of de-
fining a single role for the engineer. One might better 
think first of the engineering mission, and then consider 
the major subdivisions of effort that must cooperatively 
relate if the mission is to be fulfilled. This concept has 
been very well expressed in "A Statement on Goals of 
Engineering Education," a position paper prepared by 
members of the Harvard faculty of Engineering and 
Applied Physics. 
That paper divides engineering activity into three 

major categories—although it is carefully pointed out 
that one is, in fact, dealing with a continuous spectrum. 
Three categories delineated are: 

1. Engineering technology 
2. Engineering practice 
3. Engineering science 
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The paper then goes on to summarize the activities of each 

category: 
1. Engineering technology refers primarily to the 

application of well-established technology in production 
and service as well as in some of the supporting aspects of 
research and development. Training for this role has 
until recently been primarily done in two-year institutes. 
An individual engaged in this activity should be (a) 
well-versed in the current state of the art of a particular 
technology, capable of utilizing handbooks and other 
forms of codified information with skill and discrimina-
tion; and (b) sufficiently versed in mathematics and the 
sciences related to the particular technology in order to 
distinguish sound procedures from unsound ones and 
to keep up with the current innovations in his special 

field as they occur. 
2. Engineering practice refers to the creative applica-

tion of existing knowledge to the solution of specific 
engineering problems. It is not concerned primarily with 
the development of new knowledge or of generic solu-
tions extending beyond the particular problem attacked. 
Individuals involved in these activities would normally 

have completed a four-year B.S. program and in some 
cases the M.S. program. These individuals are character-
ized by (a) an ability to handle mathematics and science 

related to a general area and to handle problems not in 
handbooks; (b) a greater concern with finding a needed 
solution to a specified problem than with an understand-
ing of all respects of the science or mathematics involved; 
(c) an ability to synthesize practical designs that satisfy 
a number of requirements, several of which may be in 
conflict; (d) a sensitivity to economic factors and an 

ability to effect trade-offs between partially conflicting 
objectives; (e) an ability to utilize formal technical back-
ground and practical experience to solve problems that 
are new in detail, but not new in concept; and (f) 
an ability to direct large-scale technical operations by 
coordinating and supervising the efforts of appropriate 

specialists. 
3. The engineering scientist is concerned with those 

fields of science that are of interest because they have 
existing or potential application. (Conant in the reference 

cited earlier suggests that the role of the engineering 
scientist aims at a reduction of the level of empiricism 
in engineering.) Thus he seeks an extension of the under-

standing of basic phenomena or the development of 
generic solutions so that their practical implications can 
be fully exploited. Individuals engaged in such activities 

generally would have been educated through the Ph.D. 
degree. Only in the motivation behind them would their 
activities and methods differ from those of the basic 

scientist. 
I have paraphrased and quoted at length from the 

Harvard position paper because, to my mind, it so 
clearly delineates the total mission of engineering and its 
broad ranges of activities. The report aims primarily at 
the problems of educating engineering personnel, but I 
should like to use it as a springboard for discussion of 
the mission of an engineering society. 
One of the reasons we suffer confusion about the pur-

poses of an engineering society is that engineering in 

recent decades has been a profession in transition. Pre-
World War II electrical engineering was characterized by 
a high degree of empiricism, whereas engineering today is 
much more firmly based on scientific understanding. 

Prior to World War II almost all engineers were involved 
with engineering practice and would have had few engi-
neering technicians on whom to lean. There has been a 
marked movement in the direction of engineering science 
and an accompanying rapid increase in the engineering 
science literature. The result has been a tendency to regard 
engineering science as synonymous with engineering. 
Tensions that have developed between those in practice 
and those in science have beclouded the purpose of engi-
neering societies. Indeed, these tensions are such that 
the titles chosen for the classification of activities are 

regarded by many as invidious. 
I can only hope that my readers will take a charitable 

view of the problems of semantics with an assurance on 
my part that I have a wholesome respect for the validity 

of the full range of activities. Any attempt to categorize 
a complex field necessarily involves oversimplification. 
The categorizations chosen define roles that may be 
assumed by the same individual at varying times in his 
engineering career. The categorization of roles can be 
broadly applied for the totality of engineering activities 
of the Institute and in detail within each of the specialties. 
We need to remind ourselves that the efforts of the 

engineering scientist would be uncalled for and sterile 
without the efforts of the engineering practitioner and 
that the efficiency of the latter would be seriously reduced 
if he did not have the support of well-prepared tech-

nicians. 
Thus, if an engineering society is to support the mission 

of engineering, it should serve the full spectrum of needs 
of those who make the mission possible. This does not 
mean that every activity must be pitched at a level of 
intensity or abstraction that is understandable to every 
member. It does mean that the society should have 
activities that directly or indirectly serve in a meaningful 
way each segment of the engineering manpower complex. 
It requires respect for the validity of the total range of 
engineering endeavor and recognition that abstract 
contributions and the realization of useful devices are 

equally valid and important segments of engineering. 
The very nature of the engineering mission, with all its 

complexities, suggests that other criteria for membership 
are appropriate for an engineering society than those 
derived from the traditions of earlier scientific societies. 
The latter societies properly insisted on publication 

of an original and scholarly work as a prerequisite for 
admission. However, the great majority of engineers are 
engaged in activities whose end result is measured by the 
usefulness of the product or services that is the outcome of 
their efforts. These outcomes may have more immediate 
economic importance, but they are not necessarily either 
more or less important than the findings of the research 
engineer. Thus admission to an engineering society should 
be open not only to those who contribute in a scholarly 
way to engineering science and technology but also to 
those who have demonstrated the ability to implement 
science and technology for public needs. And the society 
should provide for the needs of both. 

The communication of ideas 

Ihe basic objective of an engineering society, however, 
remains the same as that of the scientific society, namely, 
the communication of ideas. It is appropriate that in an 
engineering society many of these ideas should have 
immediate practical relevance; but to insist, as some do, 
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that this should be the overriding criterion in the alloca-
tion of support for the cost of publication is to ignore 
our responsibility to provide the foundations for the 

future technology of the profession. Too many forget 
that our present technology is founded on the heritage of 
abstract ideas passed on to us by our predecessors. With-
out the archival sources represented by the journals of 
professional societies, neither text and reference books 
nor the popular and immediately useful articles of the 
commercial publications could be written. The archival 
function of the professional societies is one of its 
most important features, and the acceptance of member-

ship in the society carries with it an obligation to assist 
in its support. Many of our journals will closely relate in 
content to those published by scientific societies sup-
porting the basic sciences undergirding our professional 
activities. This is both essential and proper. At the same 
time, we should not overlook the need to provide journals 

that interpret and broaden the understanding of new 
developments so that they can be quickly and usefully 
implemented. 

A professional society provides the means for learning 
of new developments. Traditionally, the journals available 
for independent study and opportunities to participate 
were thought to be adequate. However, the vast expan-
sion in our science and technology is making it increas-
ingly difficult for an individual to keep abreast of the 
literature even in limited segments of a field. There is 

growing recognition that professional societies have a 
responsibility to develop publishing techniques that will 
facilitate more rapid retrieval of relevant information 
from the literature. Failure to do so will defeat the basic 
purpose of rapid communication of ideas. In recognition 
of this, the Institute, in partnership with other engi-
neering societies, has embarked on a study of techniques 
for insuring a unified and effective approach to the man-
agement of the retrieval of information. 

Earlier, in commenting on the quotation of Conant, 

mention was made of the problem presented by special-
ized literature. As a consequence of the explosion of 
technology in the last few decades, engineering societies 
have been subdivided to provide for special interests. 
The IEEE now exists as a closely knit federation of sub-
societies, with separate publications serving the particular 
interests of professional groups. A single journal cover-

ing the contents of all of these publications and available 
to all the membership would be prohibitively expensive 
and would present most of us with the problem of storing 

an immense amount of unused literature. There is, how-
ever, a serious danger that the fragmentation of our lit-
erature in specialized journals will reduce the cross-fertil-
ization between fields and ultimately work against the 
vitality of our technology. A society whose declared pur-

pose is to maintain the intellectual vigor and breadth of 
its members needs to provide opportunities for easy 

communication between specialists and between special-
ists and generalists. Thus there is need for a journal 
edited with this objective in mind which is sufficiently free 
of the jargon of the specialist to be understandable to the 
nonspecialist. 

Cross-fertilization can also be stimulated through 
appropriate organization of technical meetings. Within 

the Institute, professional Groups and Group Chapters 
through their technical meetings provide opportunities 
for communication between specialists in particular 

areas. With properly organized programs, the general 
meeting of the Institute and the various regional and 
Section meetings could have as their purpose cross com-
munication between specialists and the serving of the 
needs of the generalist. Many of our Sections have ex-
pressed interest in this concept, and the establishment of a 
speakers' bureau was intended to encourage and support 
this interest. The Institute plans also to sponsor distin-
guished Institute lecturers commissioned to develop and 
present talks on new topics having broad implications. 

The need for continuing education 

Continuing education is a topic that has been much 

discussed in recent times. It is not a new idea, but the 
need for it to prevent intellectual obsolescence is now 
much more urgent in view of the rate at which our tech-
nology is expanding. These needs can be met relatively 
easily if access to educational institutions is readily 
available; if not, both the engineer and his employer are 
at a disadvantage. The provision of opportunities for 

continuing education by professional societies is entirely 
consistent with their objective of facilitating an inter-
change of information between their members. Such 

opportunities have been provided by local Sections of 
IEEE and its predecessor societies. A more concerted 
and coordinated effort by the Institute as a whole could 
make these opportunities more widely available and en-

able the exploitation of modern techniques whose use 
otherwise would be beyond the means of individual 
Sections. The recent action of the Board authorizing 

the initiation of a program of continuing education and 
providing for its support centrally is a step that will sig-
nificantly increase the value of the Institute to its mem-
bership. 

A professional society can serve as a vehicle for inter-
action between engineers in various countries. This is a 
readily accepted statement, but it remains true that the 
effectiveness of this interaction needs to be improved. 
A society whose affairs are dominated by the membership 
of a single country and oriented primarily to the needs of 
the membership in that country will be unattractive to 
membership elsewhere. For the development of interna-
tional understanding, this interchange is sufficiently im-

portant to merit a major effort on the part of a profes-
sional society. The Institute has embarked on a program 
aimed at equalizing the service to members in locations 
remote from those in which there are major concentra-

tions of the membership, so that they will feel more equal 
partners in a common undertaking. 

The examples of the uses of a professional society 
that have been cited are not intended to be exhaustive 
but rather to illustrate the philosophy with which I believe 
we ought to approach the problem of making the Institute 
useful to its membership and the needs of society. My 

main message is that as members of an engineering 
society we should keep sight of the mission of engineering 

and recognize that its accomplishment requires a broad 

spectrum of talents and interests. We should not let the 
effectiveness of our activities as an engineering society 
be constrained by traditions inherited from societies 
formed to serve different objectives. If we keep in mind 

our own objectives we will be better able to structure the 
Institute so that it is a maximally effective instrument in 

the exploitation of the forces of nature for the use and 
convenience of man. 
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Chameleon in the sun: 

photochromic glass 

Photochromic compounds have been known for a century but it is 
only recently that they have attracted serious attention. Their future 
promises to encompass many areas, including data storage and dis-
play, photography, and the protection of light-sensitive materials 

Gail P. Smith Corning Glass Works 

The properties characterized as photochromic—the 
ability to react reversibly to light—are found in 
various substances, both organic and inorganic. The 
two classes of materials are compared and the mech-
anism of the process is examined in each case. Of 
primary interest here are the inorganics, particularly 
the silver halide reversible photochromic glasses. 
Properties and ranges of properties of these are 
reviewed and some possible applications described. 

Nearly a hundred years have passed since the appear-
ance of the first published reference to the phenomenon 
that is now called photochromism. In a comprehensive 
review article, Brown and Shaw , note several early 

papers that describe color changes resulting from exciting 
radiation—but these identified references do not mention 
a still earlier art. It is recorded that Alexander the Great 
discovered a substance, whose composition has been lost 

in the obscurity of antiquity, that would darken when sun-
light shone upon it. He dipped a narrow strip torn from 
the edge of his tunic into a solution of the material and 
wore this strip wrapped about his left wrist. Many of his 
soldiers did the same. By observing the changes of color 
during the day, they could tell the approximate hour. 
This became known as Alexander's rag time-band. (I 
am sorry that I cannot identify, and hence cannot give 
proper credit to, the author of this delightful footnote 
to history.) 

In another, more recent review of photochromism, 
Schwab and Bertelson2 establish a distinction between 

phototropism and photochromism. They define the more 
general reaction as "phototropy," or "phototropism," a 
spontaneously reversible change of a single chemical 
species between two states having different absorption 

spectra, with the change induced in at least one direction 
by electromagnetic radiation: 
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States A and B are usually ground electronic states, and 
are quantum mechanically stable, although one state in 
some cases may be a relatively long-lived excited elec-
tronic state that does not emit significant amounts of 
radiation. The restrictive case, in which at least one of the 
states absorbs visible light, is called "photochromism." 
This definition excludes flucrescent and phosphorescent 
materials, which re-emit light after irradiation. The re-
versibility of the change of state is a necessary criterion in 

distinguishing phototropic from ordinary and essentially 
irreversible photochemical processes. 

Photochromic materials 

Although photochromic substances have been known 
for nearly a century (both the Brown and Shaw and the 
Schwab and Bertelson articles carry extensive bibliog-
raphies), only during the last decade have these com-
pounds become the subject of increased and serious atten-

tion. Much of this research has been supported by govern-
ment agencies in view of the potential strategic importance 
of devices that react reversibly to light." 

Organics. Schwab and Bertelson divide the reactions in 
different organic photochromic materials into some 
half-dozen categories; Windsor' reduces these to the 
following three main classes of general interest, based on 
how they work. 

I. Stereoisomers. Absorption of light breaks one of the 
chemical bonds in a ring molecule, thus allowing the mole-
cule to unwind and form a different geometrical arrange-
ment. The reverse process is a re-forming of the bond. 
Examples of this class are the spiropyrans and the anils. 

2. Dyes. A triphenyl methane dye, for example, is 
oxidized by energetic light; the absorption characteristics 
of the positive ion so formed are different from those of 
the original electrically neutral benzene rings. 

3. Triplet states. In the class of polynuclear aromatic 
hydrocarbons, ground-state molecules are excited first to 
a singlet state by irradiation, and then go, via the lowest 
triplet state, to an excited triplet state. Visible light is ab-
sorbed in the triplet-triplet transition. 

Inorganics. To the major classes of organic photo-
chromics must be added several kinds of inorganics, also 
listed and described by Brown and Shaw': 

1. Alkaline earth sulfides. Traces of a metal such as 
manganese or bismuth appear to be necessary for photo-
chromism. 

2. Zinc sulfide. Lithopone, observed as early as 1881, is 
a compound of zinc sulfide and barium sulfate. The zinc 
sulfide appears responsible for the compound's sensitivity 
to light. 

3. Titania and alkaline earth titanates. In the titanates, 
a contaminant, such as iron or any of several other metals, 
also appears necessary for darkening to occur. 

4. Mercury compounds. Many of the mercury com-
pounds, particularly those containing a halogen, have 
been observed to be photochromic. 

In all of these materials, the photochromic response will 
depend on the intensity and spectral character of the inci-

dent light, on environmental parameters such as temper-
ature, supporting matrix, or solvent, and, in most cases, 

on previous history. Most of the systems so far reported 
are only partially, or with difficulty, reversible, or are 

subject to fatigue-a change in behavior eithee with use or 
with time in storage. If the photochromic reaction is to be 
truly reversible, the quantum yield generally will be equal 
to or less than unity. When we compare this with a yield 
several orders of magnitude higher (in extreme cases, as 
high as 108) for ordinary silver halide photography, in 
which energy is added to the system chemically during 

development, we realize that photochromic processes are 
very "slow" in the photographic sense.5 However, these 
light-sensitive materials are unique in that the image is 

formed directly and chemical processing to develop a 
latent image formed during exposure is unnecessary. In 
general, these inorganic materials are both reversible 
and reusable. 

Glasses 

Three general classes of photochromic glasses have been 
reported in the literature, and it is to these that I wish to 
direct primary attention. 

Hackmanite types. Hackmanite is a naturally occurring 
mineral of the soda alumina silicate-sodalite group; it 

has the stoichiometric composition 18 (Na20 • Al2O3. 
2 SiO2). 3 NaCl • Na2SO4 and is supposedly a cubic crystal. 

It is usually opaque, white or blue, but can be melted to a 
glassy state, translucent to reasonably transparent, if a 
flux such as 13203 is added. The minimum reported haze is 
30 percent. With proper amounts of flux, the material 
darkens with exposure to ultraviolet light and can be 

bleached with longer-wavelength (visible) light.6 Addition 
of other halides such as bromide and iodide can shift the 
absorption spectrum (color) of the resultant glassy mate-
rial when it is darkened. 

Cerium or europium. Cohen and Smith7 report that in 
suitably purified base glasses, either of pure silica or 
soda-silica, the addition of small amounts of cerium or 
europium, typically 100 parts per million, has produced 
photochromic materials. Ultraviolet irradiation is ab-

sorbed by bands of cerium III or europium H centered in 
the ultraviolet and it transfers photoelectrons to nearby 
traps that absorb in the visible region, producing an 
amethyst color. 

Decay times are typically a few seconds. Although the 
coloring and fading processes may be cycled repeatedly, 
the absorption band in the visible region (which produces 

the color) decreases in intensity with usage. This is 
believed to result from the photooxidation of the euro-
pium H to europium III. However, the band may be re-
reduced, and the glass therefore resensitized, by exposure 
to short-wavelength ultraviolet light. These glasses, and 

I. Composition of some typical 
photochromic silver halide glasses 

Con-
stituent 

Glass* 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

SiO2 60.1 62.8 59.2 59.2 60.1 52.4 51.0 
Na2O 10.0 10.0 10.9 14.9 10.0 1.8 1.7 
A1202 9.5 10.0 9.4 9.4 9.5 6.9 6.8 
B203 20.0 15.9 20.0 16.0 20.0 20.0 19.5 
Li2O ... ... ... ... 2.6 2.5 
Pb0 ... 4.8 4.7 
BaO ... ... ... ... ... 8.2 8.0 
ZrO2 . 2.1 4.6 Ag 07. . . 

40 0.38 07 . 50 11.5.9 01.40 0.31 0.30 
Br 0.17 ... ... 0.60 0.17 0.23 0.11 
Cl 0.10 1.7 0.39 ... 0.10 0.66 0.69 
F 0.84 2.5 1.45 1.45 0.84 ... ... 
CuO ... 0.016 0.016 0.015 0.016 0.016 0.016 
*Compositions are in weight percent; halogens are given as 

weight percent additions to that of the base glass. 
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their fatigue after exposure, have been studied in detail by 

Swarts and Pressau.8 
Silver halide. Photochromic glasses that are truly re-

versible and do not show the effects of fatigue described 
have been reported by Armistead and Stookey8 of Corn-
ing Glass Works. A wide range of base glasses has been 
found to be suitable; of these, alkali metal borosilicates 

are perhaps best from the standpoint of both general glass 
qualities (clarity, durability, ease of melting, and forming) 
and photochromic behavior. As for other photochromics, 
the composition and thermal history of the glasses play a 
large part in determining their resultant photochromic 

properties. 

Silver halide glasses—composition and structure 

Some typical compositions for silver halide photo-
chromic glasses are given in Table 1." Most of the glasses 
investigated thus far are transparent in the unexposed 
state, darkening to a gray or reddish gray when illumi-
nated. Glasses 6 and 7 in the table have had heavy metals 
added to increase their index of refraction to that required 
for ophthalmic use. At high concentrations of the silver 
and halogens, the glasses are photochromic—and either 
translucent or opaque. The upper limit of silver for the 

transparent glasses is usually about 0.7 percent by weight. 
The addition of other metals in the form of polyvalent 
oxides, including arsenic, antimony, tin, lead, and copper, 
increases the glasses' sensitivity and photochromic ab-

sorbance. 
From observations of the glass, and by analogy with 

the known properties of silver halides, we can adduce 
several compelling reasons for asserting that the photo-
chromic behavior of these glasses results from the silver 

halide crystals within them: 

1. Heavy metals and halides are essential for photo-

chromic behavior in glasses; silver is commonly used. As 
in bulk silver halides," a small amount of copper oxide is 

an effective sensitizer for the glasses. 
2. Phase separation is necessary in order that the glasses 

be photochromic. Crystalline silver chloride has been 
identified by X-ray diffraction in typical glasses. 

3. The melting point of the separated phase is less than 
the annealing—strain point range of the glass (approxi-

mately 470-500°C). 
4. The sensitizing optical absorption bands lie in the 

same wavelength region for the glasses and for crystalline 

silver halides. 
5. The shapes of the optical absorption curves are 

similar for the two materials. 
6. The rate of formation of color centers decreases with 

decreasing temperature. 
7. Both types can be optically bleached, and the rate 

decreases rapidly with decreasing temperature. 

The crystals are formed by precipitation from the 
homogeneous glassy matrix during initial controlled cool-

ing or during a subsequent heat treatment (usually desir-
able for glasses in the lower ranges of silver halide con-
centration) at a temperature typically between the strain 
point and the softening point of the glass, long enough for 

the crystals to grow to their optimum size. 
Electron micrographs of fractured surfaces of the pho-

tochromic glasses show small dense particles not seen in 

glasses that, either because of composition or heat treat-
ment, are not photochromic. In Fig. 1, which is a photo-

Fig. 1. Fractured surface of typical transparent 
photochromic glass, by carbon replication. Scale: 
one inch = 1.2 micrometers. 

Fig. 2. Fractured surface of translucent photochromic 
glass, by carbon replication. Scale: one inch --
1.2 micrometers. 

graph of a carbon replication of a typical fractured sur-
face, the crystals are spheroidal because, as the glass 
cooled, they remained molten droplets until the glass had 
become rigid. Their average size and number can be deter-

mined. within limitations, by counting from such photo-
graphs, and, with more precision, by small-angle X-ray 
scattering. In general, glasses with particles that are less 
than about 50 À in diameter are not photochromic. As the 
time or temperature of heat treatment for any one glass is 
increased, the average number of particles is reduced and 
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their size is increased, as would be expected from classical 
nucleation theory. Above about 300 À in diameter, the 
particles scatter light and the resultant glass is opal. In 
the glass in Fig. 2 the crystallites were deliberately grown 
to relatively large sizes in order to show their spheroidal 
character more clearly. This glass, in which the particles 
were as large as 0.2 micrometer in diameter, was trans-
lucent. 

For particles of average diameter (100 À) present in a 
concentration of, say, 0.2 percent in the glass, there will 
be about 4 X 10 13 particles/cm, with an average spacing 
of 600 À between them. 

In the photolysis of silver halide crystals, as in conven-
tional photographic film, a latent image particle is formed 
from which elemental silver is developed in the traditional 
chemical processing, and the halogen diffuses away from 
the original crystal site. The photographic process may 
then be represented by the interaction of the incident 
photons with the silver halide crystal: 

he 

nAgCI nAg° -F nCl°/ (2) 

(Ago)n, the latent image particle 

In the silver halide glasses, the halogen is held within the 
surrounding glass matrix and is available for recombina-
tion with the silver, which permits recovery of the glass to 
its original state after the light is removed. There are two 

independent recombination processes: (1) a natural ther-
mal recovery, and (2) interaction with light of longer 
wavelength (lower energy) than that which darkens the 

glass, an optical bleaching. The unique behavior of these 
glasses results from the existence of these reverse proc-
esses. 

In the photochromic process the reaction takes place 
as follows: 

h" 

AgCI --> Ag° + Cl° (3) 

When copper is added to the glass in small amounts un-
der reducing conditions it acts as a hole trap in the 
following reaction: 

h"t 

Ag + Ag° -F Cu+ (4) 

et,h'z 

to increase the amount of neutral silver atoms. (See Moser 

et al." for a discussion of the role of copper as a sensitizer 
of silver halides.) 

Photochromic properties of silver halide glasses 

General behavior. The large possible ranges and varia-
tions in composition, coupled with variations in tem-
perature and time interrelations of any subsequent heat 
treatment, give rise to wide latitude in photochromic 
properties, to greatly different rates of darkening and of 
recovery, and to a wide range of dependence of reaction 
rates and equilibrium states on temperature. The glasses 
are darkened by absorption of high-energy photons in 
the near ultraviolet or shorter wavelength visible region 
of the spectrum. The long-wavelength limit of the spectral 
sensitivity for darkening is higher for glasses containing 
heavier halogens. The spectrum of the light that induces 
darkening, as well as that which is most effective in optical 
bleaching, is continuous; there appear to be no sharp 
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Fig. 3. Spectral sensitivity for two selected glasses. The 
glasses are activated by relatively long-wavelength ul-
traviolet or, in some compositions, by short-wavelength 
visible light. 
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Fig. 4. The approach to equilibrium absorbance at dif-
ferent levels of incident energy. Wavelength of the 
activating light was 4000 A. 
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Fig. 5. Recovery of three glasses of different fading 
rates, after activation. The glass labeled EX-IE has a 
relatively very high thermal fading constant. 
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Fig. 6. Steady-state optical density versus light intensity, 
at constant temperature. The increase of optical den-
sity with increasing light intensity, and the equilibrium 
density, vary with the glass. The thermal fading rate 
constant of glass EX-AE is greater than that of glass 
04291100. The glass labeled 04191900 is relatively a very 
slowly fading glass. 

Fig. 7. Solid lines indicate the photochromic darkening 
and fading in three representative glasses at room 
temperature (23°C), with light of constant intensity. 
Dashed curves show photochromic darkening and 
fading in three representative glasses at 46°C. Length 
of exposure in both cases was 120 seconds. Comparison 
of the latter curves with those of Fig. 5 shows the inter-
pendence of equilibrium absorbances, rates of ap-
proach to equilibrium, and temperature. 
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absorption lines or edges for either process. 5,12 Figure 3 
shows the spectral sensitivity for activation of two differ-
ent but representative glasses. At normal temperatures, 
the rate of darkening depends primarily on the intensity of 
the light—in the proper spectral region. Figure 4 shows 
the approach to equilibrium absorbance for a glass il-
luminated at three different intensities. The rate of re-
covery is determined mainly by glass composition and 
heat treatment. Recovery after irradiation is shown in 
Fig. 5 for three different glasses. Recovery (to half-
maximum absorbance) in the dark at room temperature is 
measured in times that range from seconds to hundreds 

of hours. 
Darkening and fading phenomena. For silver halide 

crystals, although the simple assumption of a single 
species and a single process is almost certainly not true, 

it does permit generalizations about the behavior of the 
glasses." Under illumination, the change of concentration 

of absorbing color centers for this presumed mechanism 

will be given by 

dc 
— = kdIdA — (k kt)c (5) 
dt 

where c is the concentration of color centers; kd, k 1, and 
k, are rate constants for darkening. for optical bleaching, 
and for thermal fading; h and if are the integrated in-

tensities of the light, darkening and fading, over the re-
spective wavelength ranges to which the glass is sensitive; 
and A is the number of sensitizable sites in the glass. When 
equilibrium is attained, de/dl = 0, and the equilibrium 
concentration of absorbing centers will be as shown in 

the following: 

kaldA 
= n,  , 

fif -r-
(6) 

Thus, the photochromic behavior of any glass will be 
determined by the relative magnitude of the rate con-

stants describing it. These constants in turn are determined 
by the composition of the glass and by the state of the 

crystals produced within it; i.e., by its thermal history. If 
k, is vanishingly small, then cs is independent of the light 

intensity (assuming constancy of the ratio of darkening to 
bleaching light intensities); if k, is large and becomes the 
determining rate constant, then c, is proportional to the in-

tensity. 
The photochromic darkening for three glasses selected 

to have a wide range of darkening and fading rates is de-

picted in Fig. 6. The light source for these measurements 
was a high-pressure xenon arc; light intensities were meas-
ured with a photovoltaic meter. Glass thickness was about 
6 mm for these samples. The relative linearity of absorb-

ance with intensity is seen to be much greater for glass 
EX-AE, with a high thermal fading rate constant, than 
for glass 04291100 of intermediate fading rate, and for 

slowly clearing glass 04191900. The short time approach 
to equilibrium of three selected glasses under constant 
illumination at room temperature (23°C) is seen in Fig. 
7(A); Fig. 7(B) shows the behavior of these glasses at 

46°C, with the same light source. The shutter of the xenon 
arc was opened at time zero and closed after 120 seconds. 

The glasses were chosen to show differences in fading 
rate and equilibrium absorbance. The samples were main-
tained at the stated fixed temperature, so that the glass 
temperature was not appreciably raised by the energy 
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Fig. 8. Spectral transmittance of a typical photochromic 
glass (05171200). The glass, after exposure, has high ab-
sorbance in the visible region of the spectrum, with re-
duced amount in the infrared. 

Fig. 9. Spectral distribution of energy from the sun (air 
mass 2) transmitted by a photochromic glass. Most of 
the reduction of energy is below 1-pm wavelength. 
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Fig. 10. Transmittance versus increasing intensity, in 
sunlight at three temperatures, for a glass with relatively 
moderate thermal fading rate. 
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absorbed. The increased effect of change in ambient tem-
perature on the thermal fading rate, and therefore on the 
equilibrium absorbance, of the faster clearing glass, 
EX-AE, is seen from these curves.-  

Response to sunlight. The measurements were made 
with artificial and controlled sources that were relatively 
rich in ultraviolet light. Sunlight, at the surface of the 

earth, represents an uncontrolled light source with the 
amount of ultraviolet light, and its ratio to visible light, 
constantly changing throughout the day and from day to 
day with the change in the weather and seasons. The 
response of glasses to sunlight is important in many 
applications, such as in eyeglasses and in windows in 
buildings, automobiles, and aircraft. Curves of trans-
mittance versus wavelength for one glass (6 mm thick) 
are shown in Fig. 8. From the transmittance at equi-
librium and the spectral distribution of energy of the 
sun at the surface of the earth, ' 4,15 the amount of energy 
absorbed by the darkened glass can be determined." 
Figure 9 presents a trace of the spectral distribution of 
the energy of the sun at the surface of the earth (air mass 
2), together with the spectrum of the amount of that 
energy transmitted by a typical darkened photochromic 
glass. 
For most uses in sunlight, we would, by following Eq. 

(6), choose glasses in which the thermal fading rate con-
stant k, has been made relatively large so that (1) the 
equilibrium absorbance increases with the intensity to as 
large values of intensity as possible, and (2) the ab-
sorbance decreases as rapidly as possible when the illumi-
nation goes to very low values, i.e., at night. However, 
since k, would be expected to be temperature-dependent, 
this implies a glass composition whose transmittance is 
determined to a large extent by the temperature of the 
glass. This dependence on temperature is noted in the 
curves of Fig. 7. 
A typical glass (06081800), which has a favorable 

balance of several photochromic parameters for use in 
buildings, shows a reduction in transmittance with in-
creasing solar intensity for three mornings of different 
ambient temperature as in Fig. 10. These curves exhibit 
the expected increase in equilibrium transmittance with 
temperature, and also the increase in intensity of illumina-
tion at which equilibrium is approached at the higher 
temperature. 
When the transmittances of the photochromic glasses 

are recorded over an entire day, they show a characteristic 
pattern: their transmittance begins to decrease at dawn 
(actually before sunrise because of the ultraviolet light 
scattered to the glasses by the atmosphere), continues to 
decrease until saturation is achieved, remains at approxi-
mately that transmittance throughout the day, begins to 
increase before sunset, and continues to clear at a con-
stantly reducing rate until the next morning, when the 
pattern is repeated. Figure 11 shows smoothed traces of 
several selected glasses (6 mm thick). Temperature here 
was not externally controlled; it was the equilibrium 
temperature for these glasses mounted in a vertical, south-
facing panel. 
The transmittance versus wavelength curves for all 

of these glasses are similar to that of the 05171200 glass 
shown in Fig. 8, so that the glass labeled 03281800, with 
lowest equilibrium transmittance, would probably have 
been warmest. Note that the characteristic shape of all 
these traces is the same: any one of them can, by transla-
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tion of the entire curve along the transmittance axis or 
by stretching or compressing the transmittance scale, be 
reasonably well superposed on any of the others. These 

curves appear smooth partly as the result of the com-
pensatory dependence of transmittance on intensity and 
on temperature. That is, as the sunlight intensity increases, 
the absorbance of the glass increases. At solar intensities 

high enough to produce an appreciable temperature in-
crease in the glass, however, the rate of change of ab-
sorbance with intensity is small (compare Fig. 10), and 
this is offset by the decrease in equilibrium absorbance 
resulting from the increase in the thermal fading rate of 

the glass. 
It follows, then, that changes in intensity produce 

changes in transmittance at high-intensity values when the 
temperature of the glass is controlled. The transmittance 
of a selected photochromic glass mounted in a tempera-
ture-controlled enclosure, and double-glazed with com-

mercial soda-lime plate glass versus the intensity of 
the sun for a typical day, is shown in Fig. 12(A.). On this 
summer day the trace of the incident light, here on an 
arbitrary scale, shows a reasonably bright morning, heavy 
cloud around 1000 hours, variable cloud and sunshine in 

early afternoon, and a relatively clear evening. The cor-
responding trace of transmittance shows darkening of the 
glass from dawn to about 0700 hours, with clearing after 
about 1700 hours. The glass clears from about 40 to 52 
percent transmittance with the heavy cloud at 1000 hours 
that reduced the illumination, measured normal to the 
glass, from about 35 000 to about 6000 lux (lumens per 
square meter). Also shown is the response to incident 

light intensity change resulting from a cloud as seen just 
before 1300 hours. 
A similar glass, similarly glazed, is seen in Fig. 12(B) 

to increase in transmittance from 30 to 57 percent during a 
very severe storm, when the external illumination de-
creased from 28 000 lux to about 500 lux. Therefore the 
light transmitted, when it became relatively very dark out-
side, was about twice that which a window of fixed 
transmittance of 30 percent, such as a gray light-absorbing 
window, would have admitted. 

Optical behavior and applications. Another, potentially 
important application of photochromic materials is in 

the display of information. Data can be recorded in pho-
tochromic glass in two ways: by darkening the glass with 
short-wavelength light in a desired pattern; or by uni-
formly darkening the glass and bleaching it, in the de-
sired pattern, with longer wavelength light. 

This application is demonstrated in Fig. 13.3 The 1-mm-
diameter spots were produced by activating clear glass, 
and by bleaching, at a longer wavelength, previously ex-
posed glass. To achieve both maximum change of ab-
sorbance and persistence of the stored information, a glass 
of relatively low thermal fading rate would be used. 
Figure 14 shows some typical bleaching curves for differ-
ent activation levels. The bleaching light was at a wave-
length of 6000 À, with 5 X 10-3 W/cm2 applied to the 

sample!' 
As pointed out previously, in general, glasses that be-

come the darkest are the slowest to clear, which implies a 
cycling time too slow for display applications involving 
normal information rates. However, the rate of clearing 
can be accelerated by external heating or by overall ex-
posure to wavelengths longer than those that are used for 

darkening. 

Figure 15 compares the recovery times of a glass sample 
exposed to ambient temperatures of 200°F (94°C) and 
300°F (149°C) with that of a control sample that was 
allowed to recover at room temperature." The data indi-
cate that heating the sample in this way will increase its 

fading rate. 
More rapid heating can be obtained, as seen in Fig. 16, 

by coating the sample with a transparent, electrically con-
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in Corning. The night of June 26 was cooler than that of 
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Fig. 13. Digital information as dark spots on previously 

clear glass, or as bleached spots on previously acti-

vated glass. Diameter of spot is 1 millimeter. 
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ducting tin oxide coating. By reducing the thickness of the 
glass, and hence increasing the heating rate, the glass was 
made to recover essentially completely in less than ten 
seconds. 
The ultimate resolution obtainable in these glasses may 

be very high. The crystallite sizes are at most a few 
hundred angstroms; the crystallite separation is an order 
of magnitude larger—which is small compared with that 
in other photographic materials. High-speed photographic 
materials of low resolution contain crystal sizes of 20 000 

À and low-speed materials of very high resolution have 
sizes of approximately 1000 À. 

An additional illustration of resolution, and of possible 
applications of photochromic glasses to photography, is 
seen in Fig. 17. Figure 17(A) is a photographic positive, 
made in the conventional manner from a film-based nega-
tive. Photochromic glass, 0.15 cm thick, was exposed to 

ultraviolet light through this negative, and the resulting 
positive was photographed; Fig. 17(B) is the positive 
print made from the resulting negative. It can be seen 
from the photograph that a gradient in photochromic 
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Fig. 16. Accelerated fading of photochromic glass by 
heating with conductive coatings on the glass. The 
glasses reached temperatures of the order of 200°C, 
for rapid recovery. 

240 

density under uniform illumination can be produced 
within this glass. 

Reversibility. No significant changes in photochromic 

behavior have resulted from cycling glass samples with a 
commercial "black light" source (3600 À) up to 30 000 
cycles. There were also no apparent solarization effects 

causing changes in darkening or fading rates after ac-
celerated ultraviolet exposure equivalent to 20 000 hours 
of noonday sunshine. A sample has also been cycled, one 
cycle per minute, using a constant output source with 
switching filters transmitting at wavelengths of 4000 À 
and 6200 À; i.e., "writing" and erasing. The activation 
energy of 1 mW/cm2 and the bleaching energy of 13.3 

mW/cm2 produced a cyclic 0.3 change in optical density. 
To date, there is no apparent fatiguing after more than 
300 000 cycles5; the tests are being continued in order to 
accumulate more conclusive data. 

Conclusion 

What does the future hold for photochromic materials? 
We have seen possibilities for glazing, for information 
storage and display, and for photography. In a combina-
tion of the last two, a 1245-page Bible was reproduced on 
a plastic strip only 5 cm square, a reduction of the order of 

50 000 to 1 in area.' 8 Sunglasses made with organic photo-
chromics are now on the market and prescription lenses of 
photochromic glass have been made commercially avail-
able. ' 9 
With the development of materials that react quickly 

enough, and to a high enough optical density, eye protec-
tion against nuclear bursts may be possible. The charac-
teristics required for nuclear flash protection have been 
set down in some detail": 

1. Flash detection and triggering within 10 its. 
2. Shutter closure within 50 gs. 
3. Visible light transmission of 75 percent open and 

0.01 percent closed, essential over a 20° field and 
desirable over a 60° field. 

4. Minimum transmission outside the 0.4- to 0.7-µm 
region. 

5. Resolution of at least 5 seconds per centimeter of 
aperture. 

6. Clear aperture compatible with optical instruments. 
7. Unlimited reuse. 
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Fig. 17. The use of photochromic glass as a temporary positive in photography. (A) 
Conventional photographic positive. ( B) Positive made from foregoing film with 

photochromic glass used as an intermediate positive. 

8. Permissible operating temperature from — 40°C to 
52°C and storage temperature from — 62°C to 

74°C. 
9. Resistance to nuclear and thermal radiation of 10 

kt at 500 meters. 
10. Resistance to shock and vibration of armored 

vehicles. 
11. Power requirements: man pack or vehicle. 
12. Minimized production and logistic problems. 

These requirements have been amplified and revised for 

some specific development projects, but even so they 
present a formidable set of specifications for meeting a 
critical need. Kropp el (11. 21 report that a combination of 
several dye-enzyme systems can meet some of the most 
difficult of the current requirements and that, with further 
work, all requirements for an operational system show 

promise of being met. 
Other possible uses for varied photochromic materials 

are as dyes, paints, or coatings for radiation control; for 
bottles and containers for light-sensiti‘e drugs and foods 
—and, of course. beer. And they can even be used to make 
a sun-tanning doll for the children. 
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Fuel cells 

and fuel batteries 

an engineering view 

Although many formidable obstacles must be overcome before 
fuel cells can be economically competitive with established commercial 
energy sources, these devices are finding increasing use in special 
applications in which convenience is the primary criterion 

H. A. Liebhaf sky General Electric Company 

If fuel cells and fuel batteries attain their expected 
usefulness in the future, electrical and electronics 
engineers may some day be joined by a new kind of 
engineer—the electrochemical engineer. The fuel-cell 
problems this new engineer will have to face include 
those involving various types of fuels and their prop-
erties, efficiency, reliability, life, and operating 
temperatures. All of these properties are tied in 
with the important consideration of economics. 

In any definition of fuel cells and fuel batteries, fuel 
in its classic sense should be the key word. Fuel cells 

should react conventional fuels (by which we mean the 
fossil fuels and substances readily derived therefrom) 
electrochemically with oxygen, preferably from air. A 
fuel cell, therefore, is an electrochemical cell in which 

energy from such a reaction is converted directly and 
usefully into low-voltage dc energy. Fuel cells electrically 

(Left). The first fuel-battery system 
(1842). Several years before, Grove 
had the dream of "effecting the de-
composition of water by means of 
its composition"—in our language, 
of using a hydrogen-oxygen fuel 
battery (four cells of which are 
shown connected in series) as the 
power source for an electrolysis cell. 
Electrolyte was sulfuric acid and 
electrodes were platinum. 

Fig. 1 (right). The tendency of fuels 
to give up electrons and oxygen to 
capture them leads to an electron 
transfer from fuel to oxygen during 
combustion. In the fuel cell the 
process proceeds at two electrodes 
in a more orderly way. Electrons 
given up by fuel at anode flow 
through external circuit, where they 
can do work, to be captured by ion 
flow through the electrolyte, which 
is virtually impervious to electrons 

connected (in series, parallel, or series—parallel) make 
fuel batteries. The most common type of fuel cell is shown 
in Fig. I. 

These definitions are more important than they seem. 
Though restrictive, to make the subject manageable, they 
still include devices of great diversity. Fuel as used here 
excludes important substances often included, such as 
atomic "fuels" (e.g., uranium) and metals such as zinc 
or sodium. (The National Electrical Manufacturers 
Association' is much less restrictive. By their definitions, 
an electrochemical cell in which cesium and fluorine 
combine continuously would have to be called a fuel cell.) 
The words directly and usefully imply that the device 

has an anode at which fuel is oxidized and a cathode at 

which oxygen is reduced, and that the conversion proceeds 
at voltages not greatly below the maximum possible 
and at reasonably high current densities. Low voltage 
and direct current are important to the electrical engineer, 
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who knows of course that electric energy of this kind, 
though different from that ordinarily generated and 
transmitted, is of greatest importance to the electrochem-

ical industry. 
The reaction between conventional fuels and oxygen 

liberates only enough energy to give us about one volt 
per cell under ideal conditions. As Fig. 1 shows, elec-
trochemical reactions normally generate direct current. 
Schemes have been proposed to produce what has been 

loosely called alternating current from fuel cells, but the 
electrical engineer need not concern himself with such 

cells for some time to come. 

The conventional fuels 

The important conventional fuels may be listed, in 
order of decreasing reactivity, as hydrogen (in a class by 

itself), compromise fuels, and hydrocarbons. 
Hydrogen belongs by itself because it is simple and 

highly reactive, the first characteristic probably being 
responsible for the second. When hydrogen reacts at an 
anode, it loses only one electron per atom and forms 
simple products. This probably explains why hydrogen 
can give us high current densities (mA/cm2 of geometric 
electrode surface) with minimum loss of voltage from 

the theoretical. Current density and rate of electrochemical 
reaction are proportional. 
Hydrogen has always had a dominant position in the 

fuel-cell field ( see title illustration) and hydrogen fuel cells 
and fuel batteries will be emphasized in this article. 
Hydrogen has serious disadvantages, among which only 

high cost and difficulties in handling and storage need be 
mentioned here. Because of these disadvantages, we must 
look to other fuels for the future. 
The hydrocarbons, especially the liquid hydrocarbons, 

are among the most important and desirable of all fuels. 2 

Unfortunately they are low in anodic reactivity, and their 
reactions are complex and can lead to many products. 
They are strong where hydrogen is weak, and weak where 
hydrogen is strong. The direct hydrocarbon fuel cell 
is a most difficult research assignment, but its successful 
accomplishment entails rewards that would outweigh the 

difficulties. 
As their name implies, compromise fuels are of reason-

able reactivity, cost, availability, and energy content, and 

are not too difficult to handle or store. Methyl alcohol 
and ammonia are prime examples. Hydrazine would be 
suitable for specialized applications were its price to drop 
tenfold or more. The compromise fuels are likely to be 
the earliest successors to hydrogen in direct fuel bat-
teries; hydrazine qualifies now for special military ap-

plications in which fuel cost is unimportant and the 

toxicity of hydrazine can be tolerated. 
So far we have not mentioned the commonest fossil 

fuel, coal. At the beginning of the century, scientists 
and engineers began to wonder whether the dream "elec-

tricity direct from coal" could be realized, whereupon the 
fuel cell, which had been almost dormant since the work 
of Sir William Grove, suddenly became popular. In 1900, 
the overall efficiency of steam plants was only about 10 

percent. At this efficiency, they would have offered much 
less serious competition to a fuel-battery central station 
than today, with an efficiency four times as great. In 
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Fig. 2. Fuel-storage-battery-powered television relay sta-
tion, Sudwestfunk Baden-Baden, Germany.3 A similar 
station, 2300 meters away, is the power source for television 
for the Zermatt Valley, Switzerland. Both batteries were 
installed toward the end of 1965 and operated satisfactorily 
over the winter. The battery is rated at 24 watts, and 28 
± 2 volts is maintained by a special dc/dc converter. The 
fuel is methanol dissolved in strong potassium hydroxide 
for ordinary service. For service at very low temperatures 
(to —25°C), a formate is added to the solution. The fuel-
electrolyte solution is consumed during operation and 
must be replaced after 5000 to 6000 hours. The long period 
between replacements necessitates a large battery. (Photo 
courtesy Brown, Boveri and Co., Baden, Switzerland) 

1896, W. W. Jacques developed a carbon/air battery that 
delivered 16 amperes at 90 volts. The electrolyte was 
molten potassium hydroxide (costly), which was changed 
to potassium carbonate (much cheaper) as the battery op-
erated. This alone makes the battery expensive to operate. 
In addition, its efficiency—erroneously placed at 82 per-
cent of the theoretical—was grossly overestimated. 
Moreover, the inventor did not come to grips with the 
difficulties that would have arisen from impurities (ash, 
sulfur) had he used coal instead of a much purer carbon. 

Inert fuels, such as hydrocarbons, can be used today, 
but only indirectly; that is, they must be changed to 
substances, mainly hydrogen, that are more reactive at 
fuel-cell anodes. Examples of such changes are the reac-
tion of carbonaceous fuels with steam, which is being 

Fig. 3. Fuel-battery system for Project Gemini. Water trans-
port to the accumulator is accomplished without moving 
parts by means of wicks and a pressure differential across 
a porous member. (Courtesy Direct Energy Conversion 
Operation, General Electric Co., Lynn, Mass.) 
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widely investigated, and the decomposition ("cracking") 
of ammonia, which will be used to provide hydrogen for 

a fuel-battery-powered submarine in Sweden. Indirect 
systems thus combine a chemical plant with a fuel bat-
tery, and the combination brings problems not present 
with the fuel battery alone. Ideally, the chemical process 
should be carried out in the anode chamber to facilitate 
heat and mass transfer. Indirect systems will be of great 
interim value. 

Oxygen or air? 

For applications, such as space missions, in which the 
nitrogen of the air cannot be tolerated, oxygen must be 

used at the fuel-cell cathode. For terrestrial applications, 
in which oxygen is too expensive or cannot be carried 
because of weight or volume restrictions, ambient air 
must be used. But the use of air has important drawbacks 
that concern the engineer. 
Most fuel-cell electrodes are highly porous and there-

fore their true surface is many times the geometric; 
this is one road to high geometric current density, since 

this current density increases with true surface area. At 
high current densities, cathode pores can become filled 

with nitrogen, thus creating a mass-distribution barrier 
for oxygen and injuring cell performance. One remedy is 
to make the cathodes very thin (0.25 mm or so thick) 
and the pores large, but this practice introduces problems 

of its own. Especially in a fuel battery, where passages 
must be narrow to conserve space, forced convection of 
the air will usually be needed for acceptable current densi-
ties (say, 100 mA/cm2). As nitrogen leaves a battery 
containing an aqueous electrolyte, this gas may carry 
with it enough water vapor to interfere with cell opera-
tion. Particularly at high current densities, the carbon 
dioxide (about 0.03 percent) present in the air may give 
trouble with alkaline electrolytes either by precipitating 

solids in the electrodes or by reacting with the bulk 
electrolyte; therefore, scrubbing the air to remove carbon 
dioxide or frequent changes of electrolyte may be neces-
sary. Clearly, the expression "free as air" needs qualifica-

tion when we are referring to the fuel battery. 
The problems of air operation are important also 

because various air batteries that are not fuel batteries 
(for example, zinc/air batteries) might be attractive for 
applications, such as vehicular, in which high current 
densities are needed. One desirable by-product of fuel-
cell research is an air cathode that can serve other 

power sources as well. 

Fuel batteries vs. storage batteries 
Storage batteries do not use conventional fuels. In-

stead, they contain the chemical energy they convert, and 
hence must be recharged when this energy is depleted. 
Ideally, the fuel battery can be an invariant converter that 
delivers energy so long as fuel and oxygen are supplied. 
These two kinds of power sources are complementary 

more often than they are competitive. Storage batteries 
are favored for high power over short times (starting an 
automobile or short space missions); fuel batteries are 
favored when the load profile calls for moderate power 
over longer times (space missions longer than several 
days). The trade-offs that must be made usually are not 
simple, and they must be made on the basis of the com-
plete energy system for the load profile in question. 
In the case of the fuel battery, for example, one must 

consider energy source plus fuel plus oxygen plus periph-
eral equipment, with proper debits or credits for the 
reaction products. To handle high peak loads, storage 
batteries may be used and kept charged by fuel batteries 
in continuous operation. 

Metal/air batteries, such as the zinc/air battery men-
tioned previously, are hybrid devices; with respect to the 
anodes, they are storage batteries; with respect to the 
cathode, they are fuel batteries. A different hybrid device is 
the fuel-storage battery of Fig. 2, in which the fuel (methyl 
alcohol) is stored in the electrolyte (potassium hydroxide), 
which changes to carbonate as the battery operates. 
The solution must be replaced when the fuel is exhausted, 
and the cost of potassium hydroxide, unfortunately not 
negligible, enhances the energy cost. The cathode op-
erates on air. 

Why do we want fuel batteries? 

Fuel batteries are considered attractive because they 
are convenient and because they promise eventually to 
be low-cost sources of electric energy. Cost must be 
judged relative to convenience: because of the conven-
ience it offers, a fuel battery may prove successful in an 
application (for example, a space mission) even though 
the cost of the energy it produces is prohibitive by central-
station standards. The concept of "convenience" embraces 
such qualities as 

1. High power rating for unit volume 
2. High power rating for unit weight 
3. Quietness 
4. Cleanliness 
5. Operation on air 
6. Continuous unattended operation over long 

periods 
7. Production of useful water 

In assessing the first two qualities, the complete system 
(see Fig. 3) must be considered. In reference to quality 4, 
the ultimate is a hydrogen/oxygen battery in dead-ended 
operation; in other cases, complete oxidation of the fuel 
is the most desirable way of achieving a harmless battery 
exhaust. Quality 6 involves reliability, maintenance, and 
life. Quality 7 is important particularly on space missions. 

Factors contt ibuting to low-cost electric energy include 

1. High efficiency 
2. Low-cost fuel and oxygen 

3. Low maintenance cost 
4. Long life 
5. Low capital investment 

Not all of the factors determining cost have been listed. 
Research and development costs have been omitted be-
cause they are incapable of general assessment; for ex-
ample, terrestrial fuel batteries benefit from the knowledge 
gained in developing fuel batteries for space missions. 
Research and development costs are both high in an 

absolute sense, with development costs very high relative 
to research costs. Adequate life tests are expensive. 

Efficiency 

The immunity of the fuel cell to the Carnot-cycle 
restriction (see Fig. 1) was for a long time its greatest 
attraction. In a modern central station, the Carnot-cycle 
efficiency could be near 65 percent, and the overall ef-
ficiency near 40 percent. The overall efficiency of smaller 
energy sources that the fuel cell hopes to displace is con-
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siderably less than 40 percent. Statements by reputable 
authorities often mention efficiencies greater than 65 
percent for the fuel cell, and the popular press is some-
times even more optimistic. 
There are efficiencies of various kinds. We shall pro-

ceed conservatively, and define an overall efficiency (called 
the comparative thermal efficiency) for the fuel battery 
and for the fuel-battery system. These efficiencies are 
comparable with the 40 percent just mentioned for cen-
tral stations. The two definitions are analogous. 
For the battery (or the system): 

Net useful work  
EffcT 

AH of fuel consumed 

In the denominator, AH is the higher heat of combustion 
of the fuel actually consumed in making available the 
net useful work in the numerator; some of this fuel may 
be consumed by peripheral equipment. In both cases, 
the electric energy required by the peripheral equipment 
(such as pumps) with its demand for parasitic power must 
be subtracted from the gross electrical work 

f Ei di 

available at the fuel-battery terminals; the system ef-
ficiency consequently may be considerably lower than 
the battery efficiency. 
The efficiency of a single fuel cell will usually exceed 

considerably the two efficiencies given previously. De-
tailed discussion would take us too far afield. We shall 
simply say that under most conditions this cell efficiency 
is determined principally by the voltage efficiency under 
operating conditions. This efficiency is ElEn,„„, where E 
is the actual cell voltage and Ez„„„ is the maximum value 
of E, which can be calculated from thermodynamic 
data and could be realized only under completely re-
versible conditions. 
The most important single characteristic of a fuel cell 

is its current-density—voltage curve (Fig. 4), which is an 
index of cell performance and, therefore, corresponds to 
an upper limit for the performance of battery and of 
system. The current density (not current) is chosen as 
abscissa, not only because current density is proportional 
to the rate of electrochemical reaction, but also because 
it helps determine watts per square centimeter, a ratio 
that helps establish the size and weight of a power source 
of given rating. 
From the point of view of efficiency, the vital feature 

of current-density—voltage curves is that cell voltage al-
ways decreases with increasing current density throughout 
the useful operating range. To realize maximum ef-
ficiencies, the cell would have to be operated at current 
densities too low for doing finite work: microamperes 
from a large power source are seldom useful. 

Overall efficiencies are often thought of primarily in 
their relation to fuel cost. We hope the time will soon 
come when such thinking is justified for fuel batteries. 
In this early stage of their development, however, overall 
efficiencies are important primarily because they deter-
mine unit capital cost (dollars per kilowatt) and in special 
applications (space missions, portable power sources) 
because these efficiencies fix the weight and volume of 
reactants that must be carried for doing a given amount 
of work. 

Reliability and working life 

The crucial questions of reliability and expected life 
cannot be answered firmly until there has been much more 
experience with fuel batteries. The answers will differ 
with the type of battery and with the duty cycle for a 
given type. "Reliability" and "life" are concepts dif-
ficult of exact or general definition. In space applications, 
where the fuel batteries are isolated and cannot be at-
tended, life may be taken as synonymous with mean time 
to failure, including failure of peripheral equipment. In 
Project Gemini, it will be remembered, all the difficulties 
to the time of writing were chargeable to the peripheral 
equipment—none to the fuel cells themselves. In ter-
restrial applications, where opportunities exist for ad-
justment, repair, and replacement, a battery or a system 
will have a useful life far exceeding mean time to failure 
under the drastic conditions in space. Reliability and 
maintenance costs therefore cannot yet be assessed. 
The life of single cells under steady load in the labora-

tory is thousands of hours: uniformity is the key to long 
life. When cells are assembled to make batteries, uni-
formity is more difficult to achieve (see below), with the 
result that the life of a single cell may be shortened below 
what it would have been were it operated alone. Further, 
when cells are connected in series, and the life of an entire 
stack is that of the cell which is the weakest link, statis-
tical considerations lead to a stack life reduced consider-
ably below the average life of a single cell operated alone. 
For terrestrial applications, it should be possible to 
choose conditions so that the life of the battery limits 
the life of the system. 

This analysis is not meant to be discouraging. If 
individual cells show long life, as they do, electrochemical 
engineers should be able to design and develop batteries 
and systems of adequate life. 

Unit capital costs 

It is impossible to translate unit capital costs (dollars 
per kilowatt) into energy costs so long as life is unknown. 
What unit capital cost is reasonable depends upon the 
premium that the convenience of the fuel battery can 
command. In space missions for which the weight of 
other power sources is prohibitive, that premium is high. 
The premium is at a minimum in the usual large cen-
tral stations. For a given terrestrial application, such 
as power sources for communication equipment, the 
premium is likely to be much higher for fuel batteries in 
military (as opposed to commercial) use. 
A simple calculation will show the importance of unit 

capital costs in commercial applications. Fuel batteries 
are often suggested for utilizing waste hydrogen. 
With dc electric energy at one cent per kilowatthour, 

and with hydrogen and air at no cost, a hydrogen/air 
battery, at $300 per kilowatt installed and operating 
continuously and requiring no service, would produce 
just about enough electricity to recover the capital 
investment in three years. There are no fuel batteries 
now on sale at anywhere near $300 per kilowatt that 
will operate for three years under the conditions stated. 

Tentative estimates of tolerable unit capital costs for 
fuel batteries intended for commercial use will be given. 
These are opinions not based upon detailed information. 

For small (10- to 100-watt) power sources, this cost is 
more than $1000 per kilowatt; such power sources will 
serve best where they can benefit from transistorized 
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circuitry. For central stations, this cost is $ 100 per kilo-
watt. For first use in electric vehicles, it is $200 per kilo-
watt; for passenger automobiles, the ultimate dream, 
very much less. Building a reliable battery of adequate 
life for, say, $50 per kilowatt will not be easy, no matter 
what the fuel. 

In the early stage in the development of fuel batteries, 
considerations of unit capital cost warrant the prediction 
that the terrestrial use of these devices will occur first in 
small sizes and in military applications. 

Operating temperatures 

The properties of the electrolyte are perhaps the most 
important determinant of fuel-cell operating tempera-
tures. Of these properties, we shall mention only electrical 
conductivity. One function of the electrolyte is to com-
plete the electric circuit (see Fig. 1) by the transport of 
ions, and it is desirable to keep the resulting PR losses 
low by close spacing of the electrodes and by choosing a 
temperature at which there is adequate conductivity. 
The following are typical examples (temperature ranges 
approximate): 

Ion exchange membranes now available, below 100°C 
Aqueous acid electrolytes, up to 200'C 
Aqueous alkaline electrolytes, up to 300°C 
Molten carbonate electrolytes, 500-600°C 
Doped zirconia (solid) electrolytes, 900-1200°C 

Where does research stand? 

It is convenient, though imprecise, to say that the fuel 
cell belongs to research, and that the steps from cell to 
battery and from battery to system are engineering assign-
ments. 
Although research is never finished, one can say that 

enough is known about hydrogen/oxygen and hydrogen/ 
air cells to make the designing and building of good 
batteries feasible. 
Most research problems relating to energy conversion 

can be formulated as materials problems because the 
drive for high performance strains materials to their 
limits. We shall not concern ourselves with the usual 
types of materials problems, which arise in connection 
with sealing, corrosion, aging, decomposition, or evapora-
tion. 

Electrocatalysis is the main research problem with 
fuels other than hydrogen. For present purposes, we 
may (imprecisely) regard electrocatalysis as the process 
that raises JR-free performance curves like those in 
Fig. 4—that is, the process by which electrode reactions 
at constant temperature, pressure, and electrolyte are 
accelerated to give a higher current density at a given cell 
voltage. A good electrocatalyst must be inert toward the 
electrolyte, have large specific surface and active mor-
phology, be or resemble a transition metal (see the periodic 
table of the elements), and (if necessary) double as a 
catalyst for chemical reactions that accompany the elec-
trochemical reactions. Platinum is the best single elec-
trocatalyst for fuel-cell electrode reactions as a group, 
although it is not the best for every reaction. But plat-
inum is costly, needed for other purposes, and limited in 
supply. Science has not yet given us an understanding of 
platinum's unique position in electrocatalysis, and there-
fore we have no firm theoretical guidelines for attacking 
the electrocatalysis problem. 
The rates of chemical reactions increase with tempera-
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Fig. 4. Idealized performance curve for a fuel cell. 
The value E... = 1.229 volts at 25°C is the maximum 
permitted by thermodynamics for an H2/02 cell at 
standard conditions. In Region I, loss of voltage 
occurs principally at the electrodes. In Region II, 
this loss is increased by the internal resistance 
of the cell. In Region Ill, perpendicular increase in 
voltage results from a limitation in mass transport. 
The equation for the curve is explained in a forth-
coming book, " Fuel Cells and Fuel Batteries," by 
H. A. Liebhafsky and E. J. Cairns (New York: Wiley). 

ture. Although electrochemical reactions have complexi-
ties that enter into the temperature dependence of their 
rates, one is justified in assuming that higher tempera-
tures bring higher rates, and that the electrocatalysis 
problems should be less serious at higher temperatures. 
This advantage will be at least partially offset by the 
increasing seriousness of the several types of materials 
problems, as stated previously. To illustrate, an oxide-
ion electrolyte resembling doped zirconia, but of greater 
conductivity, would permit reduced operating tempera-
tures for cells with these solid electrolytes and make them 
more attractive. 

What of engineering? 

The importance of uniformity in a battery was men-
tioned earlier. Only if conditions are uniform in a battery 
can the performance of the battery approach that real-
ized for individual cells on a laboratory bench. The at-
tainment of this uniformity is an engineering assignment 
because it depends upon the control of transport proc-
esses. A fuel battery consumes reactants and generates 
products and heat and electricity. The processes that 
transport mass, momentum, heat, and electricity must 
proceed at rates that maintain conditions uniform within 
the battery. Nonuniformity can result in many ways and 

have many undesirable consequences, one of the more 
serious of which is illustrated in Fig. 5. 

In addition to ensuring uniformity in the battery, the 
engineers must also choose construction materials, 
regulate the electrical output of the battery, and make 
the step from battery to system. These engineering assign-
ments have proved to be more formidable than many 
had anticipated, and the engineer today carries the prin-
cipal burden in making hydrogen batteries successful. 
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Load 

 11 11 11 11 11  
H2/02 fuel battery 

(acid electrolyte) 

Normal operation 
reactions 

Anode (A): H2 = 2H+ + 2 electrons 

Cathode (C): 2 electrons + 2H + + +02 = H20 

Sum: H2 + +02 = H20 (Combustion of hydrogen) 

Load 

1 Ill 1 1111 11  
H2/02 fuel battery 

(acid electrolyte) 

One cell driven to electrolysis 
by H2 and 02 starvation 

Anode (A): 

Cathode (C): 

Sum: 

Electrolyte 

Electrolyte 

Reactions (in this cell only) 

H20= 402+2W + 2 electrons 
2H+ + 2 electrons = H2 

H20 = H2 -I- 402 

(electrolysis of water) 

Fig. 5. Interrupting supply of oxygen and hydrogen 
to one cell in a series-connected battery causes 
the other cells to "drive" the afflicted cell. Undesired 
electrode reactions in the afflicted cell result. 

Fig. 6. Idealized curve based on Fig. 4, showing 
how power generated by a fuel cell varies with 
current density. Comparison with Fig. 4 shows 
that the cell voltage at the current density for maxi-
mum power has fallen to about 0.6, which means 
reduced efficiency. 
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Electrical problems of the fuel battery 

The electrical problems of the fuel battery are inherent 
in the performance curve of the fuel cell (see Fig. 4). 
Two favorable features stand out: ( 1) At open circuit, 

voltage is maintained without measurable consumption 
of fuel, there being no net electrochemical reaction at 
zero current density. (2) Voltage efficiency, and hence 
overall efficiency in the usual case, is higher the lower 
the current density. These features make the direct fuel 
battery desirable for equipment that must stand ready to 
perform during long idling periods, or that operates most 
of the time at low load. These advantages may be reduced 
in an indirect fuel-battery system owing to the energy 

required to keep converter or re-former ready for opera-
tion when load increases. 

The low voltage of the single fuel cell leads to electrical 
problems, which are generally less serious with hydrogen 
as fuel because it gives higher cell voltages, at the same 
current density, than do most others. Hydrogen might 
yield an E of 0.7 volt at a current density for which hy-
drocarbons give an E of 0.3 volt. The obvious way to 
obtain needed high voltages from fuel cells is to connect 
them electrically in series. 

As mentioned earlier, the greater the number of cells 
in series, the greater the chance one cell in the stack will 

fail; this will most often be a failure of the leasi reliable 
cell. The result could be simply an open-circuited stack 
or it could be something more serious. If the failure 
resulted from an interruption of the hydrogen or oxygen 
supply, the other cells in the stack could "drive" the one 

affected and cause unwanted reactions to occur at the 
electrodes. This is the serious lack of uniformity men-
tioned previously. As Fig. 5 shows, this type of failure 
could lead to the generation of oxygen in the hydrogen 
(anode) chamber and to the generation of hydrogen in 
the oxygen (cathode) chamber. 
For cells connected in parallel, complete failure will 

usually not occur until the most reliable cell has failed, 
although there will have been a decrease in current prior 
to complete failure. From the standpoint of reliability, it 
is desirable to minimize series connections and maximize 
parallel connections. 
There is a limit to how far one can go. Maximizing 

parallel connections implies the handling of large currents 
and the incurring of high /2R losses, and there is the 
added difficulty that most electric equipment operates at 
voltages considerably above that of a single cell. Solid-
state dc/dc converters are currently available at ratings 
from 20 watts to a few kilowatts, but they are inefficient 
at low input voltages. They are nevertheless valuable 
because they make it possible to reduce the number of 
cells connected in series, the extent of maximum reduction 
being set by the conversion inefficiency considered toler-
able and by the probability of failure of a cell in the stack. 

For small loads, dc/ac inversion can also be accom-
plished, but only with heavier and more costly equipment 
than dc/dc conversion requires. At present, we do not 
believe that inversion of fuel-battery power on a central-
station scale need be considered; if such power can com-
pete on this scale at all, it will have to compete for dc 
applications, notably in the electrochemical industry. 
The industry provides a large market: perhaps 5 percent 
of the 200 OW total U.S. generating capacity serves this 
market, about half of which produces aluminum. 
The performance curve in Fig. 4 also permits conclu-
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sions about operation at various power levels. As Fig. 6 

makes clear, operation at maximum power density is 
possible only at reduced efficiency, and this reduction 
becomes prohibitive at current densities above that for 
maximum power density. 

The fuel battery as a chemical plant 

ln space, the water generated by H2/02 batteries will 
be drunk or used in other ways. The fuel battery will 

then be not only a de generating plant but a chemical 
factory as well. Is this appealing concept likely to prove 

widely useful on earth? We think not. 
It is true that many important chemicals are produced 

by oxidation, and that such oxidation can often be done 
advantageously at an anode. Although we do not exclude 
the possibility that electricity may be a useful by-product 
in special cases, such as the oxidation of sodium amal-
gam in the preparation of caustic, we do not think the 
combination of chemical factory and fuel cell will prove 

generally useful for these reasons4: 
1. The amount of electric energy produced annually by 

the power industry is so large that the by-product elec-
tricity we are considering will appear very small beside 
it. For example, a rough estimate shows that in the 
United States the electric energy produced in one month 
(5.6 X 109 kWh) is equivalent to that of all the sulfuric 

acid-29 million tonnes (32 million tons)— made in two 
years. (SO2 is assumed as the starting material.) Sulfuric 
acid was chosen because it is a high-tonnage chemical, 
not because it is adapted to manufacture in a fuel cell. 
It follows that any chemical made in amounts below 

about 1 million tonnes annually could not produce by-
product electricity in significant amounts. 

2. The value of such by-product electricity is low 

relative to that of the chemicals produced. This is true 
even in the case of sulfuric acid: less than 1 cent for a 
kilowatthour that is equivalent to 51/2 kg of acid, worth 
about 12 cents. This twelvefold ratio will be much greater 

with most other chemicals. 
3. An electrochemical device must usually meet dif-

ferent requirements for the optimum generation of 
electricity and for the optimum production of a chemical. 
Conditions for the latter process can be more closely 

controlled if a voltage is imposed on the cell— that is, 
if electricity is consumed instead of generated. An im-
proved yield or a chemical of better quality should 

usually justify this approach. 

Fuel batteries for energy storage 
Fuel batteries are feasible for energy storage in space 

applications, provided that solar-energy converters are 
available. The scheme here is to convert an excess of 
solar energy into electric energy during the orbital day, 
use this excess to electrolyze a working substance (for 
example H20), and recombine the products of electroly-

sis (H2 and 02) in a fuel battery to produce electric energy 
during the orbital night. The electrolyzer and fuel battery 
here constitute a regenerative system; the two may be the 

same device. Such energy storage sounds attractive, but 
there are problems with both the solar converter and the 

electrochemical system. 
A recent article on pumped storage° shows that this 

method of storing energy on a large scale is so economical 
as to make competition by electrochemical regenerative 
systems appear hopeless. The efficiency of these systems, 

being the product of the efficiencies of fuel battery and 
electrolyzer, is much lower than that of fuel battery 

alone. 

The present outlook for fuel batteries 

Anyone called upon to predict the outlook for fuel 
batteries is entitled to quote Mr. Justice Holmes': 
"Every year if not every day we have to wager our salva-
tion upon some prophecy based upon imperfect knowl-

edge." 
The following prediction 7 was made before 1960: "The 

current increase in fuel cell activity, if maintained, makes 
it likely that fuel cells will serve as power sources in 
special applications within the next 5 years. Successful, 

practical model cells are already with us. The future of 
central-station fuel cells cannot be predicted today." 
Figures 2 and 7 show that the first sentence of this pre-

diction was not rashly optimistic. 
Next, the reader should examine a recent, authoritative, 

and more detailed prediction by Lord Rothschild,8 
speaking for Shell Research Ltd., where important fuel-
cell work is being done. This is a conservative prediction, 
reconcilable with the statements outlined below. 
The predictions that follow are made within these 

boundary conditions: ( 1) They are based on the pub-
lished material we know. (2) They include applications, 
such as space and military, in which the fuel battery 
commands a premium for convenience. ( 3) They as-
sume that air, when available, will be used at the cathode. 
Air is considered unavailable in space and under water. 
These predictions will not be documented, and only a few 

examples will be cited. 
Space. The fuel battery has established itself for 

space missions (General Electric; Fig. 7). Future missions 
are scheduled to use fuel batteries, by Pratt and Whitney, 
based on the distinguished work begun over 30 years ago 
by F. T. Bacon. 

Portable (carriable by one or two men). Successful 

application within three years seems certain, with power 
sources for military communication equipment in a pre-
ferred position. 

Transportable (carriable by vehicle with batteries for 
propulsion excluded). Already installed by Brown, 
Boyen i (Fig. 2). Successful military applications of other 

types at higher ratings seem likely. 
Propulsion. Successful applications will come first on 

military vehicles. Golf carts with hydrazine batteries 
have been demonstrated by Allis-Chalmers. Military 

fork-lift trucks should operate on fuel batteries within ten 
years. The Swedish submarine effort was mentioned 

previously. 
The passenger automobile seemingly affords the 

fuel battery a great opportunity, but unit capital cost is 

such a formidable hurdle now that other problems are 
scarcely worth discussing. For the present, effort should 

be concentrated on automobiles that use storage bat-
teries,8 perhaps new types not yet in use, which might be 
replaced or augmented by satisfactory fuel batteries. 
Opinion in Great Britain holds that the locomotive or the 
fuel-battery-powered railroad car is a more promising 
application than the passenger automobile. Hydrogen/ 
oxygen batteries to operate all three could be built at a 
high price today; it will be remembered that Allis-
Chalmers used such a battery to power a tractor in 

1959. 
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Fig. 7. Development of the ion exchange membrane fuel 
battery by the General Electric Company. A—Physical 
Chemistry Section, Schenectady, N.Y., 1955-1960; top: 
Grubb-Niedrach cell, 0.02 watt; bottom: Cairns-Douglas 
battery, 15 watts. B—Direct Energy Conversion Opera-
tion, Lynn, Mass., 1959-1965; top: DECO stack, 300 watts; 
bottom: DECO Gemini battery, 1000 watts. 

The honre. Steady progress (Broers, TNO, Holland; 
Institute for Gas Technology, Chicago) being made on 
methane/air batteries with molten-carbonate electrolytes 
leads one to expect experimental home installations 
exceeding 20 percent in comparative thermal efficiency 
within five years; such fuel batteries would be connected 

to banks of storage batteries as energy reserve for peak 
loads. 

Central stations. The earlier prediction 7 stands, with a 
few added remarks. The central station ranks with the 

passenger automobile in difficulty as an application for 
the fuel battery. It differs from the automobile in that 
unit capital cost is a less serious hurdle here than overall 
energy cost. The future of the fuel battery in the large-
scale generation of electricity seems linked to the future 
of natural gas. The growth of atomic energy installa-

tions and the effect this will have on the coal industry 
both enter the picture because one must look perhaps a 
decade ahead for the earliest time that a central-station 
fuel battery might begin to be used. But there is hope for 
the fuel battery in smaller central stations that serve a 
single community—stations in which the use of heat 

and of electric energy will be efficiently combined and 
distribution costs will be reduced. 

The reader wishing to reconcile these predictions with 
reference 8 will note that we have stressed fuel batteries of 

low ratings, and have included space and military applica-
tions. 

A logical position at present seems to be that fuel-
cell research should continue so long as significant pro-

gress is made, and that the engineering development of 
H2/02 and of H2/air batteries for favorable applications 
should be emphasized. Fuel batteries will prove them-
selves indispensable in some applications and useful in 
many others. 

The author gratefully acknowledges the assistance of Dr. E. J. 
Cairns in the preparation of this article. 
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Ten years of DEWLine 
The U.S. Air Force's DEW Line after ten years of 
operation has undergone a gradual major overhaul. It has 
become, as well as a surveillance system, a highly 
reliable communications network, and seems on its way 
to being a permanent fixture in the Arctic 

Nilo Lindgren Staff Writer 

Constructed and maintained under cruel Arctic 
conditions, the DEWLine was established principally 

to act as an early warning system against the ap-

proach of manned bombers; but with the develop-

ment of ballistic missiles, with the construction of 

[MEWS further north, and with the increasing 

military and other communications traffic across it, 

the emphasis on DEWLine functions has been shift-

ing. This article reviews some of the highlights of 

DEW Line's evolution and its development, after a 

three-year upgrading program. into a sturdy, high-

capacity communications network. 

The DEWLine has long been in and out of the news. 
As an operating system, the DEWLine is ten years old, 
and today it is in the news again, not only because it has 
just passed its tenth anniversary, but because the system 

has been upgraded to take on an important new func-
tion, that of a highly reliable communications network. 

Original DEWLine functions 

For those who at this kite date need a recapitulation, 
DEWLine stands for " Distant Early-Warning Line." 
The system ccnsists of a series of early warning stations, 
located about 160 km apart, and stretching across the 
northerly region where explorers of an earlier day sought 
the Northwest Passage, a region extending from the 
Aleutian Islands in the west to the east coast of Green-
land in the east. It also includes a larger water jump over 
to the west coast of Iceland. Along most of its length of 
9600 km, it skirts north of the Arctic Circle, and in all 
comprises six main stations (DYE, FOX, CAM, PIN, BAR, 

and pow) (see Fig. 1) and 27 auxiliary stations. Several 
stations provide rearward (southward) communication 
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links. The eastern extension consists of four early warn-
ing stations in Greenland and a support facility and ter-
minal station at the head of the long Sondrestrom fjord. 
The most distinctive features of the main stations, aside 
from the rugged and desolate terrain of rock and snow 
in which most have been planted, are the huge clifflike 

tropo antennas, which stand in brooding pairs, and the 
golf ball radomes housing the surveillance radars (see 
title illustration). 
The principal original function of the DEWLine system 

Fig. 1. The DEWLine, the Mid-Canada Line, and the Pine 

Tree Line originally formed three tiers of a complex elec-

tronic surveillance and warning system. 
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was, of course, the detection and reporting of airborne 

objects intruding upon or operating within the Distant 
Early Warning Identification Zone. Through its system 
of lateral communications along the length of the line, 
and in many places through the overlapping of its radar 

coverage in the same volume of space, the line forms in 
effect a big three-dimensional electronic fence looking 
northward (they "forward tell it") out to 250 km (with 

the more powerful radars out to 320 km), and from graz-
ing up to 20 000 meters across the entire line. Small radar 
gaps over the water at the eastern end of the line are 

covered by planes equipped with early warning radar, 
which are flown on a secret random schedule. Anything 
that passes through this electronic fence will be detected, 
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monitored, and eventually identified as friendly or hos-
tile. Major rearward communication links were set up 
down the east and west coasts of the North American 
continent and down through central Canada, and in some 
cases linked up with Canadian commercial communica-

- tion outfits that were steadily pressing their systems north-
ward. DEWLine engineers have taken advantage of these 
existing commercial systems wherever they could. 

In the event of an intrusion in the DEWLine airspace, 
the typical scenario of events reads briefly as follows: 
If an unidentified object is detected on the radarscope 
of a DEWLine station (this part of the surveillance has 
from the beginning been by eye—there are no automatic 
systems), the radar technicians, who are assigned on an 
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around-the-clock watch, report their findings immediately 
to the data center of the sector's main station. There, 
U.S.A.F. and R.C.A.F. personnel register the course of 
the object and alert NORAD (North American Air De-
fense Command) headquarters at Colorado Springs in 
the United States, which in turn alerts SAC headquarters. 
If the airborne objects penetrate further southward 
and are positively identified as hostile, they come under 
the surveillance of the Pinetree Line (see Fig. 1). During 
this time, their potential target areas are analyzed, and the 
heads of the Canadian and U.S. Governments are alerted, 
as are many defense agencies. In theory, then, should a 
hostile intrusion proceed this far, the populations would 

have taken cover, the retaliatory jet bombers would be on 
their way north, and the intercept jet fighters and missiles 
would be beginning their business. It is a grim scenario, 
and one which luckily we have not seen acted out on the 
real world stage. 

Theoretically, the DEW system was to give the popula-
tions to the south a two-hour warning of the approach of 
manned bombers. But barely was the system operating at 
full effectiveness than it was threatened with obsolescence 
by the development of long-range ballistic missiles with 
the capability of overpassing or even bypassing the 
DEW system entirely. 

Nevertheless, as long as even the dim threat of a 
manned bomber attack lingers, the DEWLine serves its 
original surveillance function. Furthermore, from the 
beginning the DEW system had served, as well as surveil-
lance, a number of subsidiary functions. Its communica-
tions and electronics activities included long-haul 
communications, navigational aids, and short-haul 
communications and support systems. In this respect, 
with the passage of time, the top of the world had become 
more busy rather than less, and the various subscribers 
to the DEW communications facilities were queueing up 
for services. Work on the smews ( Ballistic Missile Early 
Warning System) further north began in 1961, and the 
DEW system lay waiting as a natural backup. By 1963, 
the pressure had grown on the DEW system to serve as a 
data link for BMEWS traffic. However, the problem was 
that the DEWLine had not been originally engineered for 
the reliability called for by BMEWS. SO, once again, the 
DEW system entered a new stage of evolution. 

Conception and evolution 

The evolution of the DEWLine is, as much as anything, 
the story of how a series of unique engineering problems 
were resolved and systems operated under the most 
arduous conditions imaginable. 
DEWLine was conceived in 1952 by a group of scien-

tists called the Summer Study Group at the M.I.T. 
Lincoln Laboratory. Within a year, the first prototype of 
a DEWLine station was installed in Streator, Ill., and by 
1954, the first trial sites had been set up near Barter 
Island ("Kaktovik" in Eskimo), Alaska. Barter Island, 
in the twenties, was the site of extensive fur trading 
between the white man and the Eskimo, a trade that had 
gradually diminished. The Eskimos of the fifties, perhaps 
to the despair of some anthropologists, have been em-
ployed both on the construction and the maintenance of 
the DEW system facilities. 

Between 1954 and 1957, for 21/2 years, upwards of 
23 000 U.S. and Canadian engineers and construction 
workers labored to survey and lay out the station sites, 
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traversing more than a 11/2 million km in the process. 
They constructed the buildings and installed and checked 
out the radar and communication equipments under the 
cruelest of environmental conditions. The saga has been 
well documented. 

Because of the haste with which the line was installed, 
there was no time to go through the usual stages of engi-
neering design and development, so that often equip-
ment was constructed directly from breadboards. This 
led to many design problems during the initial operation 
and maintenance periods. In effect, then, it was neces-
sary for the system to continue evolving as these design 
problems were resolved. 

Initial responsibility for the DEWLine construction 
was given by the U.S. Air Force to the American Tele-
phone and Telegraph Company. The system went into 
operation, actually before all initial construction was com-
plete, on October 24, 1956, ten years ago. The contract 
for its operation and maintenance is held by Federal Elec-
tric Corporation, worldwide service subsidiary of the 
International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, 
which, among other things, has trained the personnel at 
the Air Force's DEWLine school in Streator, III., and kept 
the line manned by more than 1000 technicians. 
One of the primary technical problems that had to be 

resolved in the early days was the design of suitable lateral 
communications along the Arctic chain and reliable 
rearward links. Systems then available were unsuited for 
the awful Arctic weather and atmospheric phenomena. 
For short hauls, tropospheric scatter schemes, then in 
their early stages of development, seemed the best suited 
for the lateral hops, but at that time there were very 
little data on over-the-horizon links with tropo (a 
survey of tropo systems and their capabilities appears in 
"Tropospheric scatter communications—Past, present, 
and future," by Frank A. Gunther, in the September 1966 
issue of SPECTRUM). After the successful demonstration 
of tropospheric scatter with a one-kW klystron, this was 
the mode decided on. The combination of radar siting cri-
teria and the klystron power capabilities of those days 
led to the choice of setting the station sites at about 160-
km intervals. This multichannel UHF tropospheric 
propagation radio system provided duplex voice and 
teletypewriter communications laterally. The original 
concept for the long-haul rearward communications 
links involved a dual-diversity IS- 101 VHF ionospheric 
scatter communications system. However, this system 
remained rather limited in terms of reliability and com-
munications capacity. It had only four teletypewriter 
channels available and, although it was possible to span 
over 1400 km between stations, the initial cost and sub-
sequent maintenance costs were high in relation to the 
number of channels. However, between 1959 and 1963, 
the hardware people made such progress with tropo-
spheric systems that it became feasible to deactivate all 
ionospheric systems and rely totally on new tropo sys-
tems for rearward communications. This is not to say 
that there were no rearward tropo systems in the begin-
ning. At Cape Dyer, an AN/FRC-45(V) triple-diversity 
tropo scatter system with 10-kW output transmitted 
information rearward to Brevoort and Resolution Island 
(see Fig. 1). At pow Main, at the western end of DEW-
Line, the same kind of equipment transmitted informa-
tion rearward down through the Air Force "White 
Alice" communication system. 

Meanwhile, the klystron art was being driven hard, and 

power outputs were pushed upwards, so that by 1958, 
when highly reliable communication links were required 
between Thule (the original trading post named "Ultima 
Thule" meaning "The Utmost End") southwards to 
Cape Dyer (DYE Main) (see Fig. 1), this was bridged by 
SSB high-power tropo. The Lincoln Laboratory, once 
again acting out a pioneer role, working with Eitel-Mc-
Cullough, developed a 50-kW klystron, which, through 
brute force power, provided sure tropo links over the big 
southward water gaps. As things turned out, this proved 
to be a fortunate development, since the underwater cable 
subsequently installed, owing to the severe iceberg condi-
tions, has not been as reliable as had been hoped. These 
two systems, after the further development of the high-
power klystrons, were augmented by the installation of a 
100-kW FM tropo system between Thule and FOX during 
1964. 
On the radar end of things, the stations generally were 

equipped with AN/FPS-19 equipment—a dual-beam, 
dual-antenna earlywarning radar, operating in the L band, 
with both beams operating simultaneously on a back-to-
back basis and the tilt of each antenna controlled at the 
console by the operator. These radars, in the Alaskan 
and Canadian sectors, were supplemented in the early 
years by a "gap-filler" Doppler radar, the AN/FPS-23. 
The Doppler radar, though not as discriminating in its 
target-location capability as the search radar, covered 
from 80 meters upward to overlap significantly the search 

radar coverage. However, as air traffic grew in the north, 
which was in part a consequence of increased DEWLine 

actiN ities, the Doppler system was showing an alarm con-
dition much of the time. Furthermore, with experience, 
it became evident that coverage by the FPS-19 was ade-
quate, and in 1963, therefore, Doppler radar was phased 
out. As Sam Bennie, manager of DEWLine operations, 
puts it in his fine Scottish burr, "We finally had the cour-
age to switch the Doppler off." 

In the Greenland sector, at the four DYE stations, sur-
veillance is maintained with AN/FPS-30 radar systems. 
The reader realizes, of course, that we are only skim-

ming the barest highlights here. In addition to the equip-
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ments mentioned. DEWLine stations have UHF and 
VHF air/ground transmitters and receivers, HF air/-
ground receivers, disaster system monitors, emergency 
HF transmitters and receivers, VHF mobile communica-
tion equipment, and navigational aids such as AN/FRT-

. 37 LF beacons, and in some cases TACAN and TVOR. 

Hard times 

DEWLine has had to live under the cruelest conditions 
from the very beginning, cruel to men and to equipment. 
These include ice storms, total darkness in winter, danger 
of sunburn and snow blindness when there is sun, and 
"whiteouts" on the Greenland glacier when planes 

must find their way down without quite knowing just 
when they will strike the ice landing field—and then 
have their skis stick when they try to take off again. 
Mountains of supplies must be rushed into the north by 
sea and air during the short summer months. The winter 

cold is so bitter that the momentary prop wash from a 
plane can cause serious injury to the bared skin, and a 
drop of spilled gasoline plummets the skin below freezing 
almost instantly. Such environmental conditions merely 
intensify the psychological problems for men living only 
with men in relative isolation. 
On top of these problems, the equipment itself must be 

manned and maintained in a condition of minimum 
downtime. Even after the Herculean labors involved in 

its installation, the line presents curious and unusual 
problems of maintenance. To take just one rather spec-
tacular example: Power klystrons, the heart of the long-
haul vital tropo systems, cost up to $47 000. A single error 

in alignment and the replacement cost is $47 000 right on 
the spot. In fact, klystron failures have occurred at an 
unforeseen and costly rate (i.e., there were 68 failures 
reported between 1962 and 1965). Special studies had to 
be made in 1962 and again in 1965 by Federal Electric and 
Eitel-McCullough to resolve this problem alone. 

Keeping the head above ice 

At the other end of the scale, the problem of keeping 
the ponderous installations above the snow level on the 

Greenland ice cap is no mean feat. Greenland is best 
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described as an ice-filled bowl with the coastal mountains 
forming the walls of the bowl, the bowl being filled with 
accumulated snowfalls of centuries. The snow, under the 
pressure added by the weight of each successive snowfall, 
compacts to form solid ice. The icecap stations, DYE-2 and 
DYE-3, sit atop ice 3 km thick. These stations, weighing 
about 6000 tons each, are constantly bearing down on 
their iron feet, sinking into the ice about a half meter each 
year. As the annual snowfall (between one and two me-

ters) does not melt, it becomes necessary to raise the 
buildings about four meters biennially to prevent their 
being buried. Each of the eight columns supporting the 
building incorporates hydraulic jacks for this purpose, 
and the columns themselves are periodically extended. 
Sewage problems and fire precautions, in a world where 
there is plenty of ice but no water, will be left to the 
reader's imagination. 

Project Surestop 

From the point of view of BMEWS needs and standards, 
the principal weaknesses of the DEW communications 
system were its unreliability and its noise. Nor did it 
possess anything like the channel capacity required by 
BMEWS. By DEW standards, the BMEWS people were la-
vish in their requirements in rearward communications. 

One grasps a feeling of the nature of the BMEWS reliabil-
ity problem from one specification alone—no single 

BMEWS station can be down for more than 12 minutes 

Fig. 2. Graphic summary of changes in the DEWLine com-
munications network carried out under Project Surestop. 
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in an entire year. Furthermore, two routes, preferably 

through two different media, had to be set up for all 

BMEWS messages. 

Some of the more significant deficiencies of the DEW 
system, from the point of view of BMEWS users, were as 
follows: The lateral communications system was basically 
a wired-in system, with minimum provision for inter-

changing equipments or for testing and monitoring func-
tions. This prevented the adoption of a program of 
continuous testing and monitoring. The only patching 

and testing facilities provided were those at the master 
patching unit in the surveillance room at main stations 

and in the communications center at auxiliary stations. 
This master patch concept did not provide adequate 

flexibility for toll testing or rapid rerouting of traffic. 
Only two main switching centers were equipped as 
control centers for channel testing. Although DYE Main 
on Cape Dyer could test and control the North Atlantic 
Radio System (NARs), it did not have the capability of 
testing or controlling any of the 24 DEWLine channels. 
In addition to these major problems, a number of station 

links were operating with only marginal RF signal 
reliability owing to limited receiver sensitivity, low trans-
mitter output power, and low antenna gain. Further-
more, the fact that the system operated on a dual-
diversity rather than a quadruple-diversity scheme (see 
Gunther's discussion on diversity configurations) af-
forded neither acceptable signal nor system reliability. 
The system as designed provided for a maximum of only 
24 voice channels, which could not handle the increased 
communications traffic. Furthermore, all lateral trans-
mitters operated on a narrow bandwidth, resulting in 
channel capacity limitations and high intermodulation. 
Outages on the line would occur for various causes. 
For instance, with only one AN/FRC-45(V) transmitter 
operating at any time on a given terminal, a failure in this 
transmitter made the link inoperative during the time re-
quired to put the standby transmitter on the air. An 
especially crucial limitation was that in the power 
generating equipment. Primary power was supplied from 
only one bus. Failure of this bus resulted in a total 
communications outage and imposed severe limitations 

on circuit reliability. 
Such were the types of deficiencies that had to be cor-

rected. Upgrading of the DEWLine lateral communica-
tions and the rearward communications has been carried 

out under Project Surestop. 
The DCA (Defense Communications Agency) con-

solidated and standardized the interfaces between the 
BMEWS and DEW systems, setting up the performance 

standards, and so on. Thus, the new requirements for 
the DEW system as a communications net reflect the 
general DCA standards. Very broadly, to become more 
reliable and to be suitable as a communications net, the 
DEWLine has over the past few years undergone several 
basic changes: the means of power generation at the sta-

tions had to be overhauled; channel capacity had to be 
expanded; station receivers were improved—in fact, the 
receive terminals were more or less replaced. In all, 23 
stations in Canada and four stations in Greenland under-
went modifications. Alaskan stations are unimproved as 
yet; however, these stations do not carry BMEWS traffic. 
Overall cost of the power improvements alone was 
about $20 million. Installation of the new communica-
tions equipment ran to approximately $15 million, of 

which some $10 million was spent on hardware. 

The net result is that the DEW system has become a 
"marvelously noise-free communications system." The 
system is so set up that it can potentially handle 72 
channels of lateral communication, of which 48 channels 

are fully installed now. If more capacity is needed in the 
future, all that will be required will be plug-in-type 
modules in the terminating equipment. In addition, 
there are now 72 channels of communication rearward 
out of Cape Dyer, 36 channels out of central Canada, 
36 channels out of BAR, and 24 out of POW, Point Barrow, 
in the west. Also, 72 channels go out from DEW east 
to Iceland and Great Britain across NARS. Figure 2 sum-
marizes the channelization plan as of August 1966. In 
all, there are now 5 700 000 circuit km in the DEW 

communication system. 
Plans for the DEWLine include the transmission of 

autovon and autodin (automatic voice and data routing 
systems). Engineering work on these, and on high-speed 

data and error-correction systems, is under way. 

The power upgrade program 

The increased reliability of the current DEWLine fa-
cilities stems in part from the power upgrade program, 
which on the one hand increased power-generating 
capacity to meet the demands of new tropo equipment 
and to anticipate continually expanding needs, and on the 
other hand was designed to a new concept. 

Specifically, under the program implemented for the Air 
Force by ITT, two additional 60-kW diesel generators 
were installed at the auxiliary stations on a special two-
bus system, which permitted the use of both essential 
and nonessential loads on either bus. However, in the 
event of generator malfunction, load-shedding devices 
disconnect the nonessential load. With two generators 
on either bus operating at about 50 percent of rated load, 
the loss of one generating unit would insure that the 
total load of the affected bus will be maintained. Should 

the remaining generator be unable to support the entire 
load, the load-shedding equipment is reactivated. If an 
entire bus is lost, the essential load is automatically 
transferred to the remaining bus; if necessary, all non-
essential loads will be thrown off. 
At most of the main stations, completely new power 

buildings were constructed, two with 500-kW generating 

sets, the remaining with 150-kW sets; all have been 
equipped with two-technical-bus and automatic transfer 

equipment. 
In terms of the tropo communication equipment, what 

this power upgrading system means is that if power-
generating sets break down, traffic reliability is threatened, 
but the message does go through. 

Does DEWLine have a future? 

Now that the DEW system has been upgraded, one may 
wonder about its potential uses for other than military 
matters. Some observers feel that it has a vast potential 
for aerospace activities, as a vital east—west communica-
tion network for exchanging data with polar-orbit satel-

lites, for experimental programs in aerospace communica-
tion and telemetry, and so on. Thus, it seems that one 
more Cold War expedient (a grandiose one to be sure), 
which one might have thought would have eventually 
faded away like the fur trade of that earlier era, is taking 
on the character of a permanent fixture. 
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The economics of desalination 
In some instances desalination can provide a valuable source of 
fresh water; however, the high costs of integrating desalinated water 
into existing systems may result in a product that is not 
economically competitive with conventional supplies 

S. Baron Burns and Roe, Inc. 

The economic development of the process of desalina-

tion depends upon its ability to produce water that 
is competitive on a cost basis with water from con-
ventional sources. Energy costs can be minimized by 
combining the water plants with power plants and 
thus allocating the energy charges. This article 
analyzes the thermodynamics of dual-purpose plants 
and shows how the economics is applied to obtain 
low energy costs for desalination. However, such 
plants also have certain cost limitations and penalties 
that must be included in any appraisal. The major 
factors to be considered are examined and discussed. 

Desalination, or the production of fresh water from 
seawater (approximately 35 000-ppm solids) and from 
brackish water (over 2000-ppm solids), is a process that is 
highly dependent upon energy costs for its economic de-

velopment. The energy costs for the rapidly developing 
evaporator processes for desalination of seawater are 
some 30 to 40 percent of the production costs in plants 
yielding 3800 cubic meters (1 000 000 gallons) per day, 
and 50-60 percent of production costs in proposed plants 
of 190 000 cubic meters per day and larger. The electro-
dialysis process, which is finding wide application for 
producing fresh water from brackish water, depends to a 
large measure on electric energy costs. Brackish water 
containing more than 5000-ppm solids generally is not 
treated by this method at present because the high energy 
requirements do not make the water costs attractive. 

Recently developed processes, such as freezing, reverse 
osmosis, and ion exchange, though requiring less energy 
for water production, have compensating cost penalties. 
The freezing processes are more complex than evapora-
tion, with greater capital costs per unit of water produc-
tion. The reverse osmosis process, although low in energy, 
must bear the replacement cost of membranes on a six-
month to two-year basis. Ion exchange, which theo-
retically has low energy requirements because solids are 
removed from saline water instead of water being removed 

from saline solutions as is generally done, has a high 
chemical cost because it is necessary to regenerate the ion 
exchange resins. Table I summarizes the 1963 and pro-

jected 1980 estimates of energy requirements for various 
desalination processes.' Interestingly, the accelerated pace 
of desalination developments since 1963 has indicated that 
the projected energy costs may be achieved much sooner 
than 1980, probably in the 1972-1975 period. 

In 1965, the U.S. Congress authorized the Department 
of the Interior to allot $200 million to desalination devel-
opments for 1965-1971. The major part of this money 
(about 40 percent) will be spent on the evaporation 
process, in particular, on the promising multistage flash 
evaporation technique. The primary objective of the re-
search, development, and construction of multistage flash 
evaporation units is to reduce or minimize energy require-
ments and costs. This can be achieved by developing low-
cost, high-efficiency evaporation units and by combining 

water and power plants to permit economies in the energy 
charges for the water. Concurrently, the U.S. Atomic 
Energy Commission has undertaken the development of 
the heavy-water organic-cooled reactor, which potentially 

can produce very-low-cost steam in reactor sizes that will 
be required for the proposed large-scale desalination 
plants. 

This article will analyze the thermodynamics of dual-
purpose plants and will show how the economics can be 

I. Energy requirements for 
various desalination processes 

Process 

Energy Requirement, 
kilogram-joules per cubic meter 

of product 
1963 1980 

Evaporation 
Freezing 
Electrodialysis 
Reverse osmosis 

284 500 
170 000 
142 000 
70 000 

170 000 
100 400 
86 000 
45 000 
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applied to obtain low-energy costs for desalination. How-
ever, the dual-purpose economic gains have certain cost 
limitations and penalties that must be appraised in order 
fully to evaluate the advantage to the total integrated 
power and water system. The major factors to be con-
sidered in an integrated system will be examined and dis-
cussed. 

Thermodynamics 

The dual-purpose power and water plant under con-
sideration combines a steam turbine generator with a 
multistage flash evaporator that utilizes steam energy 
from the turbine for desalination purposes. By joining the 

power and water plants to a single heat source, certain 
obvious economies can be achieved in both capital and 
operating costs. 

Obviously, the administrative, operating, and main-

tenance costs per unit of electric energy and water will be 

Fig. 1. Thermodynamics of single- and dual-purpose plants. 
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lower in combination plants than in separate single-
purpose plants because of labor sharing. In addition, the 
use of a single heat source, even if it is equal in capacity to 
the sum of two separate heat sources, will have a lower 
unit cost of heat output because of the factor of size. The 

reduction of cost with size is especially pronounced in the 
case of nuclear reactors, which will be discussed later. 
However, the significant energy reduction for water pro-

duction in dual-purpose plants is achieved by combining 
the plants and in the method of accounting. 

Figure 1 presents the basic flow diagrams to be ana-

lyzed and the heat distribution among power, water, and 
auxiliaries, and in rejection. Excluding the heat loss of the 
boiler ( 10-15 percent for fossil fuels and less than one 
percent for reactors), a modern high-efficiency steam 
turbine—generator power plant will produce about 40 
percent of salable power. In other words, as shown in 
Fig. 1(A), to sell 100 MWe of electric power (Qp), the 

Case 

Energy 

A. Single- purpose 
power plant 

Fossil Nuclear 

B. Single- purpose 
water plant 

Fossil or Nuclear 

C. Noncondensing 
dual-purpose 

Fossil Nuclear 

D. Condensing 
dual-purpose 

Nuclear 
Thermal output, Mwt QT. 250 330 480 710 610 940 
Electric output, MWe Qp 100 100 0 200 100 200 
Water output, 
thousands of cubic 
meters per day Qw 

ctuxiliary power„ MWe QA 

0 0 228 228 228 228 

Heat source, plant, MWe 5 5 5 10 10 15 
Water plant, plant, MWe 0 0 20 20 20 20 
leat rejector, MWt QR 145 225 480 480 480 705 
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boiler plant will have a heat output of 250 MWt (QT), of 
which 5 MWe of power will be used for plant auxiliaries 
(QA) and 145 MWt of heat will be rejected to the con-
denser (QR). A nuclear power plant of the light-water type 
will be about 30 percent efficient; thus, for 100 MWe of 
power, the reactor will have an output of 330 MWt. 

A high-efficiency multistage flash evaporator produces 
about 12.0 kg of water per kilogram of steam with heating 
steam at approximately 130°C. In a plant such as shown 
in Fig. 1(B) there is about 480 MWt of heat output from 
the boiler for 229 000 cubic meters per day of water (Qw) 
with approximately 25 MWe of power purchased for plant 
auxiliaries. The total heat output of the boiler is rejected 
in the form of warm product water or in the heat rejection 

section of the evaporator, so that the boiler's 480-MWt 
heat output is rejected. Actually, the heat rejection is 
slightly higher because some of the purchased power is 
converted to rejected heat. 
Most of the economic studies of duai-purpose plants'-' 

have examined the use of a topping turbine generator to 
the brine heater of the desalination plant. In a design such 
as shown in Fig. 1(C), the noncondensing dual-purpose 
plant has no heat rejection for power production and thus 

power is being produced at almost 100 percent efficiency. 
This arrangement is feasible operationally provided the 
plant is essentially base loaded, with the power and water 
being absorbed into an existing system. However, should 
demands for power and water fluctuate with time as well 
as with respect to each other, it may be necessary to pro-
vide for water storage capacity with a resultant increase in 
energy costs due to the partial loading of the unit and the 
fact that the steam bypasses the turbine. 
When heat or thermal energy costs for water produc-

tion in a noncondensing dual-purpose plant are cal-

culated, it is general practice to charge only the difference 
between the total thermal energy of the dual-purpose 
plant and the thermal energy requirements of a single-
purpose condensing power plant. In the nuclear case of 
Fig. 1(C), thermal energy charge for water would be 

(610 MWt — 330 MWt)/480 MWt, or 60 percent of the 
thermal energy for a single-purpose water plant. This is an 
appreciable reduction and is the major factor contributing 
to the low water costs with this design. 
The condensing dual-purpose plant shown in Fig. 1(D) 

has the operational flexibility for varying the load of each 
product with time and with respect to each other but 
offers little or no thermal energy cost advantage over the 
separate single-purpose plants. The total heat of the com-
bined plant is approximately the same as the sum of the 
heat requirements of the separate single-purpose plants 
so that the production cost of water of such a plant, base 
loaded, is higher than with the noncondensing design. If 
the demand upon the dual-purpose plant should fluctuate, 
the need for storage capacity is reduced; under some cir-
cumstances this may result in lower overall water costs 
than are possible with noncondensing plant. 

Since the noncondensing turbine-generator desalina-
tion plant requires less heat than the condensing power 
plant it should be considered first for meeting the power 
and water requirements. Although this configuration has 
limited flexibility, particularly for part-load operation, 
there are still some parameters that can be varied in order 
to meet the different water-to-power production ratios. 
With a constant cooling water temperature, the design 
ratio of water to power can be modified by varying the 

steam conditions to the turbine, the backpressure of the 
turbine, and the performance ratio of the evaporator. This 
last is the ratio of the rate of water production per rate of 
thermal energy or steam flow required by the evaporator. 

For the same steam turbine throttle conditions and 
evaporator performance ratio, the water-to-power ratio 
can be increased by increasing the backpressure of the 
turbine. Experience to date has limited the maximum 
brine temperature to 121°C (with steam around 130°C) 
to prevent scaling of the brine heater tubes with acid in-
jection control and brine concentrations in the evaporator 
of some 70 000 ppm. The backpressure of the turbine 
would therefore be in the 2.1-3.2 kgf/cm'a (30-45 psia) 
pressure range. Although lowering the backpressure below 
2.1 kgf/cm2a would decrease the water-to-power ratio, the 
evaporator costs would increase rapidly with decreasing 
brine temperatures at constant performance ratio—and 
thus the backpressure probably should not be varied if 
the evaporator performance ratio is held constant. 

Figure 2 shows the approximate relationship of water/ 
power production ratios with varying steam turbine 
throttle conditions and multistage flash evaporator per-
formance ratios at a turbine backpressure of 2.1 kg/cm'a 
(30 psia) at 121°C. Significantly, these curves show that 
by changing the turbine steam conditions from, say, 102 
kg/cm2g at 537°C, which is typical of fossil-fired plants, 
to 70 kg/cm2g saturated steam conditions, which is typical 
of the water-reactor-type nuclear plants, we can double 
the water-to-power production ratios for a constant 
evaporator performance ratio. By varying the perform-
ance ratios of the evaporator we can achieve further sig-
nificant changes in water-to-power production ratios. 
When we combine the variations in steam throttle condi-
tions and the performance ratios (3 to 20), we see a design 

Fig. 2. Available energy vs. production ratio (water power). 
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range in cubic meters per day/kWe of production ratios 
of water to power from 0.38 to 3.8. 

Although a range of 10 in the water-to-power produc-
tion ratio is achievable with the noncondensing turbine 
generator, once the ratio is fixed as the basis of the plant 
design, this plant cannot be operated at part load econom-
ically to meet varying power and water demands. If the 
turbine in this design is partly loaded, steam must bypass 
the turbine and be throttled to the evaporator to meet the 
water production load. Such an operation represents a 
loss of available energy and an increased energy cost for 

the power produced. Similarly, part loading the evapora-
tor with full load on the turbine requires that turbine 

exhaust steam be condensed at 2.1 kg/cm'a (30 psia), 
which represents a highly inefficient use of energy. To 
circumvent the high energy charges for part-load opera-

tions, the dual-purpose plant could be operated as a base 
load part of the time with the water storage sized to meet 
part-load water demand and the older or peaking power 
plants of the system meeting the part-load power demand. 
However, this alternative also represents cost penalties for 
product power and water because of the need for water 
storage and the operation of older power units. 

Thermal energy cost 

As shown in Fig. 1, the thermal energy requirement of 
the dual-purpose plant is appreciably higher than that of 
either the single-purpose power or single-purpose water 
plant. Since the heat source of the dual-purpose plant is 
larger, its unit capital cost in dollars per kilogram of 
steam per hour would be less than the unit capital costs 
of the heat sources for the separate plants. 

In the case of fossil fuels, the unit cost of fuel is fairly 
independent of the size of the boiler. However, unit 
nuclear fuel cost is dependent upon the reactor size; it 
decreases with the increasing size of the reactor. These 
reductions are achieved by economies in larger-batch fuel 
fabrication and reprocessing, and in shipping of larger 
batches. In addition, larger reactors give greater neutron 

economy, thereby resulting in increased plutonium pro-
duction and lower enrichment requirements. Further-
more, the unit capital cost of nuclear heat source decreases 
more rapidly with increased size than is true of compa-
rable size changes in fossil-fueled plants. 

All these factors explain the fundamental reasons for 
considering nuclear reactors for large-scale dual-purpose 

plants. Figure 3 compares the approximate cost of steam 
from fossil-fuel and nuclear-fuel heat sources with the 
size of the heat source. For this comparison, the capital 
costs were written off annually at 10 percent fixed charges 
and the plant was assumed to operate at 90 percent of 
capacity. The unit nuclear steam costs for both light-water 

reactors and the natural uranium heavy-water reactors 
decrease more rapidly with increased output than do the 
fossil-fuel plant costs for comparable size changes. 
The data for the light-water reactors were calculated 

from General Electric's price list for boiling-water reac-
tors. The heavy-water reactor steam costs are from a study 
recently completed for International Atomic Energy 
Agency.° The fossil-fuel steam costs were based on oil 
costs of 33ffl 0° kilojoules (35e/million Btu), which is 
typical of the worldwide price of delivered oil (without 
duty), and 24010° kJ coal, which represents a typical price 
for bulk purchases of coal in the United States. 
The major fact demonstrated by these curves is the 
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significant unit cost reduction of steam achievable with 

nuclear reactors as the size of the heat source increases. 
Since heat sources for dual-purpose plants exhibit ap-
preciable size increases, it is apparent that nuclear steam 
costs are lower than fossil-fuel steam costs once the ther-
mal rating of the heat source is over 500 MWt. When the 
heat source is appreciably greater than 1000 MWt, the 
cost of steam from a heavy-water reactor is lower than 
from a light-water reactor. Therefore, when desalination 

plants of 190 000 cubic meters per day and larger are 
considered, the water production costs should be lower 
for heavy-water reactor types. The United States is now 
developing a heavy-water-moderated organic-cooled reac-
tor for application to large-scale desalination plants. The 
Canadian heavy-water reactor, which was the basis for 
the steam cost data in Fig. 3, shows similar economies for 
large-scale desalination application. 

Cost of water by desalination 

In recent years a number of studies have been con-
ducted in the United States to determine the cost of 
desalinated water in dual-purpose plants.'-5,7 These 
studies have examined production for multistage flash 
evaporator sizes from 38 000 to 950 000 cubic meters per 
day. The results of these studies have generally shown that 
desalinated water can be produced at costs approaching or 
competitive with costs of water supplied by traditional 

methods. 
However, it is important to understand the basis for 

these results since they were predicated on capital cost 
extrapolations and economic assumptions that may or 
may not be valid. As explained earlier, capital and operat-

ing costs for water in a dual-purpose plant with non-
condensing turbine generator are charged as an incre-
mental cost over these costs for a single-purpose power 
plant of the same net electrical output. By this method 
there is a significant reduction in the thermal energy 
charge against water, and economies also result by charg-
ing labor and certain capital costs against two products. 
The largest flash evaporators built to date and in opera-

tion are less than 7600 cubic meters per day in size and 
thus the calculations for these plants are based on ex-
ceedingly large extrapolations of both capital cost and 
evaporator performance. It is reasonable to expect that 
the unit capital cost of the evaporators will decrease with 
increasing size as has been amply demonstrated in other 
industries. Economies result from bulk purchases of mate-
rials, adaptation of mass production techniques, and 
greater mechanization in fabrication, as well as from the 
distribution of overhead and engineering costs over a 
larger base of direct costs. The performance of these large-
scale evaporators has also been calculated based upon 
data developed from smaller operating units as well as 
pilot plant and laboratory data. 
The Office of Saline Water (OSW) of the U.S. Depart-

ment of the Interior has embarked upon a development 
program to close the technology and cost gap between 

the present-day units and the proposed large-scale units. 
The test site, which is now under construction near San 
Diego, Calif., will include evaporator test modules, large-
scale pump testing facilities, material and corrosion testing 
facilities, and a flash evaporator plant in order to check 
out the design and cost data. The OSW schedules call for 
the initiation of construction by 1968 of a 190 000-cubic-
meter-per-day plant to incorporate the test data developed 

at the test site and to demonstrate the economics and 
performance of large-scale desalination units. However, 
the validity of the evaporator cost extrapolations and the 
hydraulic and heat transfer data will not be verified until 
the 1970s when this plant has been completed and is in 
operation. 

It would certainly be helpful to those considering 
desalination if the results of the various studies could be 
correlated. Unfortunately, this would be most difficult 
because of the different assumptions employed for capital 
cost estimating and the variation in site conditions, as 
well as different values applied for crediting power, use 
of fixed charges, plant capacity factors, evaporator per-
formance ratios, and cost of energy. The only consistency 
has been in the charging of capital and operating costs 
for water in dual-purpose plants as an incremental cost 
above the costs of a single-purpose power plant with the 
same net electrical output. 

Figure 4 shows the scatter of data from recent studies 
in the range of water plant sizes from 38 000 to 1.9 million 
cubic meters per day with nuclear energy as the source of 
heat. The solid line, relating water costs with size, was 
developed by the author3 for 80 percent capacity factor 
plant with fixed charges at 7 percent and evaporator per-
formance ratio of 12. It represents a fairly good trend 
curve and average for the scattered points of the many 
studies. 
The Metropolitan Water District Study of Southern 

California,8 based on a 570 000-cubic-meter-per-day water 
plant, used fixed charges at 5.66 percent, 90 percent ca-
pacity factor, with various sized electric plants from 120 
MWe to 1600 M We. The lowest cost water resulted from 
the largest power plant because of the low energy cost of 
the large-scale reactors associated with such a plant. The 
Israel study8 was based on a 380 000-cubic-meter-per-day 
water plant and a 200-M We power plant with fixed 
charges varying from 5 to 10 percent. The lowest cost 
water obviously resulted from the lowest fixed charges; 
the power credit was unchanged with the varying fixed 
charges so that water costs were very sensitive to the fixed 
charged rate. The parametric studies",8 correlate fairly 

well with the solid line since they used similar capacity 
factors and fixed charges. 
The results of the various studies indicate that the costs 

of producing water by desalination should be about 13.4 
per cubic meter in the 38 000-cubic-meter-per-day plant, 
around 7.W per cubic meter at 380 000 cubic meters per 
day, and 5.80 per cubic meter for 1.9 million cubic meters. 
In areas with special water problems—such as the Florida 
Keys, Israel, and Southern California—where water costs 
are high, studies indicate that desalination can produce 
water at a cost that is competitive with that of con-
ventional methods and thus can provide a source of fresh 
water to meet the growing needs of these communities. 
The significant fact pointed up by these studies is that 
although desalinated water can compete economically 
with industrial or domestic water, the method is still too 
costly to be considered for general agricultural applica-
tions except under certain special local conditions. 

Conveyance and storage costs 

Any complete analysis of desalination water costs must 
also take into consideration the costs of conveyance and 
storage. The output from a desalination plant must be 
conveyed to an existing water distribution system as well 
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Fig. 7. Dual-purpose plant for Florida Keys. 

as to the storage facilities that are necessary in order to 
maintain a balance between production and demand. The 
capacity of the conveyance system, which can be pipe-

lines or canals, is defined by the output of the water plant. 
The storage facilities can be various types—steel or pre-
stressed concrete for small storage capacities, lined ex-
cavated reservoirs for medium capacities, dams and 
reservoirs for large capacities. 

Pipelines have many advantages over canals for water 

conveyance, although they are costlier in the same size 
category. Pipelines permit pressure pumping of water for 
long-distance conveyance as well as high velocities and 
therefore greater capacities for same line diameters; they 
can be mechanized for speedier installation and they can 
be operated under pressure to prevent contamination of 
water. Far less water is lost from pipelines by leakage and 
evaporation than from open canals. However, pipelines 
require greater maintenance and more frequent replace-
ment because of internal and external corrosion, and are 
more expensive to install than earthen or concrete canals. 

Figure 5 was developed from data in a paper presented 
at a 1965 United Nations seminar on desalination.'° The 
curves compare the unit conveyance cost of water with 
average conveyance rate of the line for pipelines and open 
lined canals. These costs are based upon a 50 percent load 
factor so that the design rate is double the average con-
veyance rate. In addition, the depreciation period is as-
sumed at 50 years with 6 percent interest on investment 

and pumping energy at 15 mills/kWh. Maintenance, 
operating, and repair costs are included in the unit con-
veyance cost. 
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The cost of storage by reservoirs and dams is not only 
size dependent as in the case of storage tanks, but also 
depends upon the topography, soil conditions, and land 
value, and the related problems of flooding and stream 
control. It is, therefore, not possible to develop any 
meaningful correlation although the cost of large reser-
voirs and dams in the United States are reported to range 
from 4.5 to 90 per cubic meter for 1.15-2.3 billion cubic 

meters of storage capacity." 
The cost of surface storage capacity in the form of steel 

or prestressed concrete tanks and excavated lined reser-
voirs can be correlated with capacity because of their 
direct volume dependence. Such a correlation, shown in 
Fig. 6, was presented at the 1965 U.N. seminar; it was 
based on California construction costs. For capacities 
less than 10 000 cubic meters, costs were based on steel 
tanks; for sizes above 40 000 cubic meters, they were based 
on asphaltic concrete-lined excavated reservoirs. Between 
10 000 and 40 000 cubic meters, both types are repre-
sented. The solid-line costs were calculated for roof con-
struction whereas the broken line is without roof protec-
tion. By extrapolating the broken line to greater capacities 
we obtain costs of 9é per cubic meter, which approaches 
the upper limit of U.S. costs for large unprotected reser-
voirs. 

Integrating desalinated water 

Unfortunately, there is no best or preferred mode of 
operation for integrating the products from a dual-pur-
pose plant into an existing power and water system. The 
most economical integration will depend upon the size of 
the existing system, the relative needs for power and 
for water, the quantities of additional power and water 
that will be required, and the specific characteristics of 
the system. 
The method of integration and the plant design will 

vary from one extreme, in which a system is almost totally 
dependent upon desalination, to the other, in which de-
salinated water meets only a small portion of the water 
needs. In the former case, standby heat sources and addi-
tional storage and conveyance facilities may be necessary 
to assure a high plant availability, whereas in the latter 
it is unlikely that such factors will have to be con-
sidered. 

Recent studies of applications in locations such as 
Southern California, Florida, Israel, Mexico, and New 
York City all fall between these extremes and probably 
represent typical future water problems. These are situa-
tions in which established communities have been obtain-
ing their water from neighboring surface and ground-
water supplies; however, with increasing industrial and 
population growth, new water supplies must be provided 
but these are either too costly to develop or just are not 
available. Under such conditions, desalinated water be-
comes an important part of the water supply. Figure 7 is 
a typical layout of a dual-purpose plant proposed for the 
Florida Keys, which has an electrical output of 50 MW 
and a water output of 38 000 cubic meters per day. 
With this in mind, a number of major factors still must 

be considered before an economic solution can be 
reached. First, a site must be selected that is adjacent to a 
seawater or brackish water supply and that offers the most 
economic balance between power distribution and water 
conveyance to the demand centers. Since water convey-
ance costs appreciably more per unit distance than power 

distribution, the distance to storage or a central distribu-
tion system becomes a major cost consideration. On the 
other hand, if a nuclear reactor, which has the advantage 
of low-cost thermal energy in large sizes, is used, a com-
promise must be reached between a location convenient 
to populated water demand centers and one at distance 
from such areas for safety considerations. 
Once a site has been decided upon, the capacity of the 

power and water plants and their mode of operation must 
be considered in relation to the cyclic demands for power 
and water. Generally, power and water demands are out 
of phase during the day and throughout the year so that 
water storage is necessary. On a daily basis, water demand 
is greatest during the daylight hours whereas power de-
mand is greatest during the evening. Over the year, water 
demands are highest in the summer whereas the demand 
for power is greatest during the winter, although in some 
highly industrialized areas power demands are also high 
during the summer. Therefore, to meet these cyclic varia-
tions large amounts of water must be stored since power 
cannot be accumulated. Storage is required with reactors 
because they must be shut down for about a month each 
year for refueling. In this respect, the development of on-
line refueling is certainly desirable for reducing water 
storage needs. 
To illustrate the foregoing, consider a community re-

quiring 200 MWe of electric power with water demand, 
as expressed in Fig. 8, consisting of 41/2 months at 305 000 
cubic meters per day and the remainder of the year at 
153 000 cubic meters per day. A dual-purpose plant to 
meet these requirements can be either of the noncondens-
ing or condensing turbine type combined with an evap-
orator as shown in Figs. 2(C) and 2(D). 

In the noncondensing turbine cycle, the water plant 
would be base loaded at 230 000 cubic meters per day, 
with the excess over demand going to storage. Without 
on-line refueling, the nuclear reactor must be shut down 
for one month; therefore, as shown in Fig. 8, the excess 
water of Area A is stored in Area B to meet the demand 
for 305 000 cubic meters per day. In addition, the excess 
water production of Area C is stored as Area D to supply 
Area E's water during the shutdown. Such a design will 
require a storage reservoir of Area B capacity. This can be 

met by building a reservoir adjacent to the water plant 
or by pumping the output to an existing reservoir. In this 

analysis we will consider both alternatives: an existing 
reservoir assumed to be 42 km from the plant ( 50 ft/mile 
or 9.5 m/km gradient) and a new reservoir near the plant 
whose output must be conveyed 16.6 km to the main 
aqueduct or conveyance system. 
To reduce the cost of a new reservoir, the dual-purpose 

plant can be designed with a condensing turbine so that 
the changes in demand can be met by variations in the 
extraction steam for the evaporators. In such an arrange-
ment, the reactor will be larger and the power plant will 
have an additional circulating water system and con-
denser as well as a larger-capacity water plant. Storage ca-
pacity will be necessary for reactor shutdown but will be 
smaller, as represented by Area D. New storage capacities 

were oversized in all cases by 50 percent to take into 
account evaporation losses, leakages, and daily peaking 
variations. 

For purposes of this comparison, water production 

costs taken from Fig. 5 were assumed to be 9.1é per cubic 
meter. Fixed charges were taken as 7 percent for the dual-
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II. Costs for integration 
of desalinated water output 

S o N D 

Type of Charge 

Cost per Cubic Meter 

Case A* Case B* Case C* 

Dual-purpose plant: 
Water production (Fig. 4) $ 9.1 $ 9.1 
Increased energy (7 
percent fixed charges) 

Increased capital costs (7 
percent fixed charges) 

Storage (Fig. 6) 1.1 
Conveyance (Fig. 5) 0.53 4.27 

$ 9.1 

1.47 

1.26 
0.55 
0.53 

Total water costs $10.73 $13.37 $12.91 

* Note: 

Case A: Base load noncondensing, storage 17-km conveyance 
system. 
Case B: Base load noncondensing, 42-km conveyance system 
to existing storage. 
Case C: Variable-load condensing, shutdown storage capacity, 
17-km conveyance system. 

purpose plant and as 6 percent for the conveyance and 
storage systems. Additional costs for integrating the water 
output would be as shown in Table II. 

If the noncondensing turbine cycle were operated to 
vary with water demand, some of the exhaust steam 
would have to be condensed at 121 °C during the 153 000-
cubic-meter-per-day operation in order to generate 200 
MWe of power whereas during the 305 000-cubic-meter-
per-day operation some throttle steam would bypass the 
turbine to the evaporator. Such an arrangement would be 
costly not only because of the increased reactor and evap-
orator size, but also because of the high energy costs, 

which are greater than those for Case C. This is the 
result of the turbine exhaust steam condensing at 131°C 
and the throttle steam bypassing the turbine to the evap-
orator. 

Conclusions 

It is apparent from these costs, and under the conditions 
assumed, that the base-loaded dual-purpose plant with 
noncondensing turbine provides the most economic ap-
proach to desalination even though new storage capacity 

is required. Conveyance of water to an existing reservoir 
offers no economies because of the high cost of con-
veyance systems. Even variable operation of the water 
plant to reduce the storage capacity has no economic ad-
vantage because of the additional cost penalties for in-
creased energy and capital. 

Obviously then, when we analyze the economics of the 
situation, we must take into consideration more than just 
the basic production costs of the water. We also must 
study the cost effect of other factors such as conveyance 
and storage. These additional costs of integrating desal-
inated water can be very high indeed, and may result in a 
total delivered water cost that is not economically com-
petitive with alternative surface or groundwater supplies 
that at first examination were considered too costly. 
On the other hand, although too expensive to be con-

sidered for general agricultural applications, production 
of water by desalination can provide a promising source 
of fresh water for certain areas with special water prob-
lems where conventional supplies are inadequate to meet 
the needs of the growing population and increasing in-
dustrialization. However, we must recognize that the 
general emphasis in recent years on plant designs that 
give low water production costs have sometimes clouded 
the fact that these costs do not represent delivered water 
costs-a fact which should weigh heavily in any assess-
ment of the feasibility of desalination for a particular 
application. 

Revised text of a paper, "The Economics and System Integration 
of Dual- Purpose Power and Water Plants," presented at the World 
Power Conference, Tokyo, Japan, October 16-20,1966. 
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Fundamentals of 

proportional navigation 
.••• 

A study of proportional navigation techniques, with 
emphasis on the time-varying behavior of the basic parameters; 
can provide valuable insight and information to the 
designer of antisatellite interceptor systems 

Stephen A. Murtaugh, Harry E. Crie! 

Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc. 

•mor 

Proportional navigation has proved to be a useful 
guidance technique in several surface-to-air and air-
to-air missile systems for interception of airborne 
targets. In this article, which is tutorial in nature, the 
basic theory of proportional navigation is presented 
and clarified. In addition, two variations on this 
guidance method are treated: one in which the com-

manded acceleration is biased by a small value of the 
measured rotational rate of the line of sight between 

the interceptor and its target, and one in which the 
line-of-sight rotational rate is reduced to a prescribed 
value (dead space) and then maintained at this rate 
until intercept. The analysis is directed, by example, 
to the case of the exoatmospheric interception of a 
satellite; however, the guidance theory presented is 

also applicable to the intercept of a nonmaneuvering 
airborne target. 

Over the past two decades many papers and reports 

have treated various aspects of proportional navigation 
and specific applications of the technique, with emphasis 
on aerodynamically controlled interceptors having a 
speed advantage over a nonmaneuvering target. In recent 
years, proportional navigation has been analyzed for the 
potential role of guiding an interceptor to a target whose 
velocity is equal to, or even exceeds, that of the inter-
ceptor. In typical applications, intercept occurs outside 
the sensible atmosphere, so aerodynamic forces cannot 
be generated for vehicle control. Instead, the thrust of a 
rocket engine is used to provide the necessary maneuver 
forces, with engine swiveling or vehicle attitude control 
employed to direct the thrust in a direction normal to 
the line of sight between the interceptor and its target. 
The application of proportional navigation and its 

several variations to exoatmospheric interceptors has 
been investigated by a number of researchers. However, 
most of the reports presenting the results of this work are 
either classified (because of the application) or else issued 
as company publications for internal distribution only, 
and are therefore not generally available. Notable among 
the companies that have contributed to this technology 
are Aerospace Corporation, Hughes Aircraft Company, 
Raytheon Company, and Space Technology Laboratories. 
The analysis presented here is restricted to a two-di-

mensional end game, which is initiated when the inter-
ceptor seeker acquires a target satellite. It is assumed that 
prior to target acquisition the interceptor has been 

launched from the ground and guided toward a predicted 
intercept point on the basis of ephemeris data obtained 
from satellite tracking stations. Subsequent to target 
acquisition, the end game consists of nulling the pro-
jected miss distance produced by ephemeris uncertainties 
and midcourse guidance errors. This terminal homing 
phase will be accomplished by proportional navigation— 
that is, by generating control accelerations proportional 
to the measured rate of rotation of the interceptor-target 
line of sight and directing these forces so as to reduce or 
hold constant the rotational rate of the line of sight. 

In addition to discussing the technique of proportional 
navigation, we shall attempt to demonstrate how linear-
ized analysis, which can be performed without the need 
for extensive computer simulation, can provide much 
insight into various aspects of the preliminary design of a 
proportional navigation system and its effect on the inter-
ceptor configuration. As a result, certain effects are not 
considered, such as seeker gimbal friction, components 

of maneuver thrust acting out of the plane of the line-of-
sight rotation, tracking noise, and time delays in provid-
ing the commanded maneuver forces. Although these 
effects can be important in the synthesis of a vehicle 
design, they are regarded as perturbations on the results 
presented here because of the difficulty in handling them 
in a linearized analysis. Tracker noise is frequently ac-
counted for in an approximate manner in which the 
effect on a proportional navigation system is estimated 

based on experience and experiment. However, the two 
variations of proportional navigation treated are postu-
lated as techniques that minimize the effects of tracker 
noise on the intercept accuracy, as discussed later. 

Intercept geometry 

The end-game geometry of the "ideal" collision course 
is depicted in Fig. 1 for the case of a constant-velocity, 
nonmaneuvering satellite target. The velocity of the 
target satellite Vs is dependent upon the orbital altitude. 
If the satellite altitudes of interest are considered to lie 
between 185 and 3800 km then the velocity range is rela-
tively small: Vs = 7800 m/s at a 185-km altitude to Vs 
= 6400 m/s at a 3800-km altitude. 
The velocity of the interceptor at the beginning of the 

end game, VI, depends primarily upon the mass of the 
interceptor, the booster performance, and the intercept 
altitude. Typical interceptor velocities might fall in the 
range of 2500 to 7500 m/s. 
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The relative velocity VR is the vector difference of V1 

and Vs, as shown in Fig. 1, and is the velocity of the 
interceptor relative to the target. Based on the magni-

tudes of V/ and V , VR ranges from almost zero to 15 000 
m/s, depending upon the intercept geometry (head-on 
attack, tail chase, or lateral approach). However, prac-
tical considerations limit this range to relative velocities 
between 2400 and 12 000 m/s. 

The line of sight R(1.00) is the line connecting the inter-
ceptor and the target. The length of this line at the time 
of acquisition is the acquisition range Ro. The value of 
Ro depends upon the characteristics of both the terminal 
seeker and the target. Recent studies indicate that for 
radar or optical seekers and target cross sections of 0.2 
to 0.5 square meter the acquisition range may be between 
110 and 220 km. The same acquisition range appears to 
be reasonable for infrared seekers using cooled detectors. 
The angle 4) is the orientation of the line of sight with 

Fig. 1. Typical end-game 

geometry. 

Fig. 2. Target uncertainty 
at acquisition. 

Collision 
point 

respect to inertial space; for convenience, the satellite 
track is used as the inertial reference. For the ideal col-
lision course depicted in Fig. 1, the relative velocity VR 
is aligned with the LOS; thus (t• will remain constant 
throughout the end game. However, if VR is not aligned 
with the LOS, the LOS will rotate at ever-increasing an-
gular rates. Thus, the vehicles will not collide unless com-
pensating maneuvers are performed by the interceptor. 

The geometry shown in Fig. 1 assumes that some form 
of midcourse guidance has placed the interceptor on a 
collision course with the target satellite. In reality, when 
terminal homing is initiated, the interceptor will not be 

on a collision course with the target because of uncer-
tainties in the actual location of the satellite and because 
of interceptor midcourse guidance errors. Thus, if the 
interceptor is launched on the basis of the estimated 
target position, at the time of acquisition the target will 
be displaced from its predicted position. This condition 

Interceptor 

Actual target position 

Predicted satellite track 

Interceptor 

e t 

(LOS) 

el Los 

Target 

••••. Predicted 
target position 
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is illustrated in Fig. 2 for the two-dimensional case. 
In this analysis it is assumed that midcourse guidance is 
perfect; however, midcourse errors could be regarded 
as additional uncertainties to the target position relative 

to the interceptor. 
As shown, the error in the predicted target position 

has a cross-track component, e,, and an along-track com-
ponent, e,. These components can be transformed to 
error components along and normal to the nominal LOS 

(elms and €11.(>s)• 
Because the relative velocity VR is aligned with the 

nominal LOS, any error Elms along the LOS alters the 
time of intercept but does not contribute to a miss dis-
tance. The miss distance that the interceptor must null 
is equal to the target uncertainty normal to the LOS: 

EiLos = e, cos E el sin E 

In terms of the error distribution normal to the line of 
sight, the standard der iation is given by the following 

expression under the assumption that ir and e, are in-

dependent: 

criL)s = cos2 E cri2 sin2 e 
The errors in predicting the position of the target cor-

respond to uncertainties in determining the satellite 
ephemeris by ground tracking stations. For the sake of 
illustration, it is assumed that cross-track measurement 

errors are of the order of 2.0 km (circular error prob-
ability). Errors tangential to the orbit (that is, along the 
track of the satellite) are manifested as uncertainties in 
the time at which the satellite will pass over a given point. 
A typical timing uncertainty of 1 second ( la) results in an 

Fig. 3. Effect of interceptor-target angle on 
initial miss distance. 

24 

20 
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error of about 7.5 km for a target speed of 7500 m/s. 
In summary, the target position uncertainties just 

selected yield the following typical standard deviations 
in the target position: 

= 1.7 km al = 7.5 km 

Corresponding to these values of radial and tangential 

errors, the 3u error normal to the nominal LOS is shown 
in Fig. 3 as a function of interceptor-target aspect angle 
E. The actual conditions at acquisition are depicted in 
Fig. 4. The interceptor, which is on an ideal collision 

course with the predicted target, moves up the nominal 
line of sight until the target comes within the acquisition 

range R(1 .0s,. At that time, the interceptor acquires the 
target, which is displaced from the closing flight path a 

distance M o. This distance, whose 3o- values were pre-
sented in Fig. 3, is the miss distance that would result 
without terminal guidance and which must be nulled by 
the interceptor's guidance system. 

Terminal guidance 
In order to null the projected miss distance M o, pro-

portional navigation will be examined as a means of 
generating the appropriate guidance and control of the 
interceptor. The end-game geometry is depicted in Fig. 
4 as a relative intercept; that is, the target is considered 
fixed in space and the interceptor is approaching the tar-
get with a relative velocity VR. 
The equations of motion of the interceptor are derived 

in vector form: 

d2R 
F= 

di 2 

As shown in Fig. 5, a unit vector triad (i, j, k) is oriented 

with the origin at the target, j aligned with LOS, and 
k normal to the plane of the vehicle velocity vectors. 
The rotation of the i, j, k triad with respect to an inertial 

reference (taken as the satellite track) is 

= çbk 

Thus 

R = Rj 

dRdi  . = Rj ià X R = — /2yei Rj 

d2R 

di- = + R`Ñi + )4 + x th 

= —(12(i; ± 2Àdi)i (.1k — R(1)2)j 

F, the applied force on the interceptor, is assumed to 
be the only control force applied to the interceptor 
normal to the line of sight. Differential gravitational 
effects have been neglected because of the short 
duration of the end game (of the order of 20 seconds), 
and the relatively large magnitude of the control forces. 

Thus, F = Fei. 

F d2R 
Equating the components of = : 

in di2 

— RCP = 

F, 
RYti + 214 = — 

A few observations should be made before we proceed 
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into the discussion of proportional navigation. First, . 
note that if guidance were not applied (that is, Fein: = RYS — 2VRO = — m-
0), the solution to the differential equation in 4, reveals 
that the LOS rotational rate would increase according to A virtual miss distance M is defined as the miss distance 

that would result if guidance were terminated at a par-

= (;-°)2 cko ticular value of time to go, T. 

4, 
M V RT20. — R2 

where the subscript 0 refers to initial conditions. When VR 
guidance is applied, the relative velocity vector remains 

Note that 
closely aligned with the LOS, and a very good approxi-
mation is VR — h, where it remains constant since R (Ro 
it is assumed that there is no acceleration component T =  V R VR t) 
along the LOS. The equations of motion then become 

Fig. 4. Acquisition geom-

etry, actual conditions. 

Fig. 5. Target- interceptor 

vector geometry. 

= o 
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and, in the integration of the equations of motion, dt 
= —dT. 
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True proportional navigation. In true proportional navi-
gation, the interceptor acceleration commanded (Fe/m) 
is applied normal to the line of sight (see Fig. 4) and is 
proportional to the line-of-sight angular rate—that is, 
F /,,i h4. In order to facilitate the analysis, it is con-
venient to set the constant equal to X VE, where VR is the 
constant closing velocity and X is defined as the naviga-
tion constant. For true proportional navigation, the equa-

tion of motion becomes 

Rit; — 2V jej = — XVRcp-

From this equation and the expressions for time to go and 
virtual miss distance, the following relationships for line-

of-sight angular rate, LOS angular acceleration, and miss 
distance as a function of T and X are obtained: 

•= ( 7- )x-2 ci3O 

To 

T X- 3 

= - Q‘ - 2)4.4 Tox-2 

M = Mo( - 
To 

where 

. M oVR 
= Ro2 and 

Ro 
To = VR 

and where the subscript 0 denotes initial conditions at the 

beginning of the end game. 
From these equations, it can be seen that if X < 2, 

the LOS angular velocity and acceleration approach 
infinity as T -› 0; therefore, in the closing moments of 
the end game an infinite control force is required. A 
singular solution is represented by X = 2. This represents 
the case of a constant control acceleration, acting 
through the end game, of just sufficient magnitude to 
null the initial miss distance. For the case of 2 < X < 3, 
the LOS angular acceleration approaches infinity as T 
—› 0; therefore, an intercept requires an infinite torque 
on the seeker in order to follow the line of sight. For 

X > 3, the equations are well behaved and all accelera-
tions remain finite throughout the end game. These phe-
nomena are apparent from Fig. 6, which depicts LOS 
rate vs. time to go for various values of X. As X is assigned 
larger values, the LOS rate is reduced more rapidly, 

because the initial acceleration magnitude is proportional 
to X. In the design of actual systems, it has been the 
practice to restrict X to values between 3 and 6 in order to 
avoid instability in a system with time lags and noise. 
In this analysis, X is assigned a value of 4 unless otherwise 
noted. 

It can be seen from these expressions that for realistic 
values of X, the LOS rate is reduced throughout the inter-
cept, reaching a zero value (and a zero miss distance) 
as time to go becomes zero. However, there are varia-
tions of proportional navigation in which the LOS rate 
need not be controlled to a zero value, as will be dis-
cussed later. The cumulative velocity increment AV im-
parted to the interceptor during intercept is defined as 

r Fe 
A V = fo m di 

For true proportional navigation, it can be shown that 
the velocity increment required to intercept when an 

initial miss distance exists is 

X IMoi 
--

X — 1 To 

It is assumed here that the interceptor can provide the 
thrust called for; that is, the system is not thrust saturated 
by the initial acceleration requirement. 
The initial acceleration required of the interceptor at 

the beginning of the end game in order to follow propor-
tional navigation and to null the initial miss distance in 
the time available is 

= XiiRcico = 
To2 

This acceleration is a maximum at the beginning of the 
end game and decreases thereafter in direct proportion 
to the instantaneous LOS rate. From the foregoing equa-

tions, note that, for a given initial miss distance, as X 
is increased the required velocity increment decreases 
and the required initial acceleration increases. 

Plots of required velocity change and required initial 
acceleration as a function of initial miss distance for 

various closing velocities are presented for true propor-
tional navigation in Figs. 7 and 8. In all cases, X = 4 and 
the range at which guidance is initiated is 185 km. The 
dependency of al and A V on Ro is shown in Fig. 9 for 
an initial miss distance of 15 km and closing velocity of 
9000 m/s. Figures 7 and 9 are for ideal systems having 

no time lags, tracking noise, gyro drifts, or other random 
effects that may alter the AV requirements. In addition, 
it is assumed that the required acceleration can be pro-

vided; as will be shown later, if the interceptor is thrust 
limited and the time available is sufficient for the inter-

cept to be accomplished, then the AV requirement will be 
still larger. 
For the sake of illustration, consider that a 270-kg 

interceptor is being synthesized. A single-engine, variable-
thrust, liquid-fueled interceptor configuration with a 
gimbaled seeker having an acquisition range of 185 km 
against a typical satellite target is selected. The orienta-
tion of the interceptor would be controlled so as to posi-
tion the engine in the direction that thrust is desired. 

The seeker and its gimbal structure are designed to op-
erate in a 20-g acceleration environment. Assume that 

launching the interceptor to achieve intercept at a selected 
point in space results in the interceptor approaching the 
target at a 40-degree aspect angle. This means that the 
intercept should be capable of nulling a 3u target position 
error of 15 km (see Fig. 3). On the basis of booster per-
formance and intercept geometry, an estimated closing 
velocity of 9000 m/s exists between the two vehicles, 
thus allowing 20.5 seconds to accomplish the intercept. 
For X = 4 and target acquisition at 185 km, an inter-

ceptor initial acceleration of 14.5 g is required. This means 
the initial maneuver force must be 38 600 newtons (8700 

lbf) directed so as to reduce the angular rate of the LOS. 
The required maneuver force will diminish throughout 

the intercept to zero value at the end. In general, the 
throttling range of a rocket engine is limited and will not 
allow reduction from maximum thrust to very small 
values. Therefore, either the control force must be ter-
minated at a small LOS rate and the resulting miss dis-
tance tolerated, or else a smaller throttleable engine might 
be added for the portion of intercept where small ma-

neuver forces are required. 

XM0 
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A velocity increment of 980 m/s is needed to accomplish 
this intercept. The mass of propellant required to provide 
this velocity increment can be calculated from the fol-
lowing expression, which relates the velocity gain due to 
thrusting (neglecting drag and gravity) to the specific 
impulse of the propellant and the vehicle and fuel mass. 

Wo 
Wo 

where 

= propellant specific impulse, seconds 
g, = acceleration due to gravity at sea level, m/s2 
Wo = vehicle initial total mass, kg 
W1 = consumed propellant mass, kg 

For a liquid fuel-oxidizer combination providing 300 
seconds specific impulse in the near-vacuum of space 
at a combustion chamber pressure of 1200 lbf/in2 (828 
N/cm 2), the propellant required will weigh 77 kg. 

Proportional navigation with a bias. As the LOS rate 
approaches zero, seeker tracking noise can cause the 
measured LOS rate to vacillate between positive and 
negative values. This requires the interceptor to ac-
celerate and decelerate as the sign of the LOS rate 
changes, thereby imposing severe requirements on the 
interceptor control system. In order to alleviate these 
effects, variations of proportional navigation, in which 
maneuver forces are not commanded when the LOS rate 
has been reduced below a specific value, can be employed. 
In these schemes the LOS rate is reduced to a nonzero 
value; intercept is still achieved, but at the cost of addi-
tional propellant. Two of these variations of proportional 

Fig. 6. Line-of-sight rotational rate vs. time 

to go, for different navigational constants. 

Time to go T To 

navigation are discussed in this section and the next. 
In a biased proportional navigation scheme, accelera-

tion is commanded only when the magnitude of the LOS 

rotational rate it) exceeds some positive bias value 
The command acceleration is proportional to the differ-
ence between the magnitude of the actual LOS rate and 
the bias. 

F, 
= • XVit((b' — in kb' 

= 0 

for 41 > cfrn 

for 1(j)I 5_ 

where (kii > 0. In the analysis that follows, it is assumed 
that the initial miss distance is such that the initial LOS 
rate is positive and is greater than Ci.B. The equation of 
motion then becomes 

ItcjS — 2 VRÇI = — X VR(yi) — 443) 4,0 > çba 

From this relationship, the following can be determined: 
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It is important to note that as time to go approaches 
zero, the miss distance approaches zero, but the LOS rate 
4 approaches (X4R/X — 2). For X = 4, c approaches 24n. 
The initial acceleration required is less than that for 

true proportional navigation by an amount equal to 
X VR41/3. For the case of X = 4 and g4 i; = 1 milliradian 
per second, this reduction amounts to 1 to 5 g for closing 
velocities of interest (2400-12 000 m/s). In fact, for a given 
X, a biased proportional navigation system always com-
mands less acceleration at a given LOS rate than does true 
proportional navigation. Over the duration of the end 
game, this reduction in control results in an increased 
A V requirement for the biased system. Specifically, 

x [M o 
AV = — -F Ro4B1 

The increased A V requirement of the biased system over 
that of true proportional navigation is given by 

¿,AV)=   148 
X — 1 

The increment of AV due to the bias is shown in Fig. 10 
for <i)8 = 1 mradjs and X = 3, 4, 5, and 6. The initial 
acceleration and required velocity increment for inter-
cept using biased proportional navigation are shown 
in Fig. 1, which compares these parameters with the 
same parameters for true proportional navigation (and 
for dead-space navigation, discussed in the next section). 
Note that when the initial miss distance is such that the 

initial LOS rate is less than the bias, it n, no control force 
will be commanded initially. In this case, the LOS rate 
will increase as the vehicles approach, and control forces 

nor will be commanded when the LOS rate exceeds the bias. 

However, because only small maneuver forces will be 
commanded, the LOS rate will continue to increase and, 
as before, it will approach (X4B/X — 2) as T approaches 

zero. 
The foregoing discussions and the solutions to 

the equation of motion are based on an initial LOS 
rate 4 that is positive. If the initial LOS rate is negative, 
the solutions are the negative of those shown. 

Again, consider the interceptor example cited earlier, 
this time using biased proportional navigation. When a 
1-mrad/s bias is used, the initial maneuver acceleration 
required at 9000-m/s closing velocity is reduced by 3.7 
g to 10.8 g, resulting in a control force requirement of 

about 29 000 newtons (6500 lbf). However, from Fig. 10, 

it is seen that an additional 246-m/s velocity increment 
must be added to the interceptor, raising the velocity in-
crement required from 980 to 1226 m/s and increasing the 
propellant mass by 15.5 kg to 92.5 kg. 
Note that a control force will be commanded for all 

values of LOS rate in excess of the bias value, and as the 
time to go approaches zero, the LOS rate approaches 
(X4B/X — 2) and commanded acceleration approaches 
(2X4aVR/X — 2). Thus, in this example, the LOS rate 
approaches 2 mrad/s at intercept. Therefore, the engine 
must be throttleable not to zero but to 3.7 g, or a thrust 
of about 6530 newtons ( 1470 lbf), allowing for a reduc-
tion in weight as fuel is consumed. 

• Proportional navigation with a dead space. In the case of 
proportional navigation with a dead space, acceleration 
is commanded only when the magnitude of the LOS 
rate 4 exceeds some given magnitude fire The magnitude 

of this acceleration (when > 4d) is proportional to the 
actual LOS rate 4). Thus, proportional navigation with a 
dead space is identical to true proportional navigation 
until 14 = fild. When the LOS rate has been reduced by 
proportional navigation to the dead-space value, 

Td = To X-2 

At this time the commanded acceleration goes to zero. 
In the absence of control forces, the LOS rotational rate 
will tend to increase beyond the dead-space value, caus-
ing an acceleration to be commanded, which in turn drives 
the LOS rate back to the dead-space value. This cyclic 
control persists until intercept, causing to oscillate 
positively and negatively, producing an average it; of zero. 
Thus, as T approaches zero, the LOS rate is maintained 
at constant 4 and the miss distance approaches zero. 

M = V RT2did for T < Td 

The initial acceleration required, al, is the same as that 
for true proportional navigation. The A V is computed in 
two increments: 

From T = To to T = Td, where Finz = 

¿Wt --= fr. XV,ci, di 

X  

X — 1 To 

M o[ 
1 - (if el> dr  

M 0 J 

From T = Td to T = 0, <i) = 4y. It is apparent from the 
equation of motion that the acceleration required to main-
tain 4) constant (that is, 4 = Cild and it; = 0) is 2 VR4d, 
irrespective of the value of X. Therefore, 

Ai/2 = j rd 12VRii)d ' dt 

2M0( Vie/1/47'02)X— 1 
X — 2 .= 2 Viei)dTd 

To \ Mo 

Fig. 9. Initial acceleration and cumulative velocity incre-

ment vs. acquisition range for true proportional navigation. 
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The total A Vis then given by 

= M t  X X —  2( VidT02)xx 1211 
à V 

To X — 1 X — 1 M o 

This AV requirement represents an increase over that 
required for true proportional navigation (see Fig. 11 for 
a comparison with both true and biased proportional 
navigation). Specifically, the increment due to dead space 
is 

Ad(A V) = 
(X — 2) M oefiesihdroTI-21 

4 — 1 To Mo j 

The increased AV increment of the proportional navi-
gation system with dead space over that of true propor-
tional navigation, Ad(A V), is shown in Fig. 12 as a func-
tion of initial miss distance for çi)d = 1 mrad/s and for 
selected combinations of closing velocity and initial 
range. It is apparent from Fig. 12 that the larger the initial 
miss distance and the shorter the duration of the end 
game, the more closely the system with dead space ap-
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proaches the true proportional navigation scheme. 

In the region of small initial miss distances, the curves 
of Fig. 12 have been terminated at the point where tin 

= (bd. For smaller initial miss distances, (in < trihd and 
thus no control acceleration is applied until such time 
as the LOS rate kill builds up to the value of 

Again, consider the example interceptor illustration. 

It is seen from Fig. 12 that the use of proportional naviga-
tion with 1-mrad/s dead space results in a slight increase 
in the A V requirement for intercept, amounting to about 
58 m/s over that for true proportional navigation. This is 
considerably less than that needed for the system using 
an equivalent amount of bias and requires only 4.1 kg 
more propellant than does true proportional navigation. 
In addition, the required throttling range of the engine 
is reduced because the minimum maneuver thrust com-
manded is established at a nonzero value determined by 

the values of navigation constant, closing velocity, and 
dead space selected. In this example, the throttling re-
quirements will be eased inasmuch as the minimum con-
trol thrust will be about 6900 newtons for a 1-mrad/s 
dead space as opposed to zero for true proportional 
navigation. A disadvantage of this technique is that once 
the LOS rate has been reduced to 4,„, the engine must 
operate in an on-off mode, thereby requiring a multiple 
restart capability. One alternative to this last requirement 
is to change the navigation constant from whatever 

value is used to 2 at the time that it'd is reached, and then 
operate this engine at constant thrust as in true propor-
tional navigation with X = 2. 

Considerations of nonideal conditions 

The foregoing analysis of forms of proportional navi-
gation was performed under the assumption of ideal 

conditions. These results can be extended to include cer-
tain additional considerations that depart from the 

Fig. 10. Increased velocity increment for proportional navi-

gation with bias. 

Fig. 11. Comparison of biased and true proportional navi-
gation with dead-space navigation. 
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ideal case and, as a result, place an additional burden on 
the interceptor subsystems. Brief discussions of the effects 
of two such considerations—acceleration saturation 
and gyro drift —are presented in this section. 

Acceleration saturation. The condition of acceleration 
saturation results when the commanded maneuver ac-
celeration exceeds the acceleration that the interceptor 
propulsion system can provide. If acceleration saturation 
persists throughout the entire end game, a finite miss 
distance will result; that is, the available acceleration 
will not be sufficient to null the initial miss distance within 
the available time. However, for some intercept geom-
etries the acceleration saturation will last only during the 

initial portion of the end game; that is, the maximum 
available thrust is applied until the line-of-sight 
angular rate is reduced to a point at which the accelera-

tion commanded is an attainable value. Then a zero 
miss distance can be achieved, but the propellant required 

(AV) is greater than that necessary to intercept for an 
unsaturated mode. 
For the example interceptor, consider that the vehicle 

has a maximum thrust of 53 300 newtons and an initial 
mass of 270 kg (corresponding to an initial maneuver 
capability of 20 g). Figure 13 presents the results of a 
digital computer simulation showing the effects of accel-
eration saturation during terminal guidance for propor-
tional navigation with dead space (c/k = 1 mrad/s). 
The solid lines in the figure define the ranges of intercepts 
(initial miss distances) that can be accomplished even 
though the commanded acceleration cannot always be 
provided, for selected closing velocities and acquisition 
ranges with the 53 300-newton-thrust interceptor. The 
circles on each curve indicate the maximum miss distance 
that could be nulled in an unsaturated mode—that is, 

if the acceleration commands never exceeded the inter-
ceptor capability of 53 300 newtons thrust. 

It is seen that the miss distance that can be nulled is 
increased considerably in theory, simply by operating the 
engine at maximum thrust as long as required within 
the time available, provided there is sufficient propellant. 
If 100 kg of the interceptor mass can be allocated to 
propellant (neglecting additional propellant required 
for time lags, noise, etc.), then for proportional navi-
gation with 1-mrad/s dead space the capability exists for 
increasing the interceptor velocity to almost 1370 m/s. 

20 24 28 

Fig. 12. Increment of AV 

for proportional naviga-

tion with dead space. 

This provides the upper limit on miss distances that can 
be nulled in the acceleration-saturated mode, as indi-
cated in Fig. 13. 

Also shown are colored curves, diverging from the 
black curves, which show the intercept capability that 
could be provided if the interceptor was not thrust lim-
ited. For a given miss distance, the difference between the 
two curves indicates the increased velocity increment 
required to intercept in the acceleration-saturation mode 
instead of increasing engine thrust. 
Gyro drift. It has been assumed that during the end 

game the target is continuously tracked by a gimbaled 
seeker in the interceptor. A gyro is then used to measure 
line-of-sight rate with respect to inertial space. Conse-
quently, a drift rate in the gyro will manifest itself as an 

apparent LOS rate, thereby introducing an error in the 
system. The following two types of gyro drift can be in-
vestigated in light of the net effect on a true proportional 
navigation scheme: constant drift and g-dependent drift. 
When a gyro drift is present, the seeker senses it as an 

additive term to the true LOS rate: 

4). = 4 ± 4,G 

where (i)„, is the measured LOS rate, (/) is the actual LOS 
rate, and (.1) o is the gyro drift. 
Thus, the acceleration commanded of the control sys-

tem is 

F, 
— = XVR(4 ± 4)G) 

In the case of a constant drift, <i)G can be considered 
as a constant bias for all LOS rates; thus, the accelera-

tion command curve (F/,n vs. 4') is shifted so that even 
when the true LOS rate is zero a control force is generated 

by the gyro drift. Therefore, a constant gyro drift can be 
examined in a manner similar to that used for propor-
tional navigation with a bias. As was shown for the case 
of proportional navigation with a bias: as T —› 0, 4, 
±(x‘Gix - 2). But unlike proportional navigation with a 
bias, if the drift is in the opposite direction of the initial 
LOS rate, a reversal in the control force will result when 
the magnitude of the true LOS rate equals the drift rate. 
Constant drift does not contribute to a miss distance, 
but it does require an increment in AV that is equal to 
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Fig. 13. Effect of acceleration saturation for proportional 

navigation with dead space. 

Fig. 14. Line-of-sight rotational rates (A) and control acceler-
ations (B) for various forms of proportional navigation. 

With bias 

To 

True proportional 
navigation 

Time to go Td 

Time to go Td 

A 

(Po 

x  • 
X- 2 4,13 

20 24 28 32 

±(XRocieG/X — 1). For gyro drifts of about 0.1 mrad/s, 
the increase in AV is only about 24 m/s for an Ro of 
185 km and X = 4. 
For the case of g-dependent gyro drift, the drift is pro-

portional to the interceptor acceleration: 

F, 
cbG = ±K 

where K is the drift proportionality factor. Thus, the 
acceleration commanded by the proportional navigation 
system is 

F, 
— = XV R((j) K 

nt 

X 
or 

1 ÀVRK Vel) 

Therefore, the system behaves like a drift-free system with 
a navigation constant 

= 
1F XV RK 

For example, when X = 4 and for 9000-m/s closing ve-
locity, if the drift proportionality factor is 0.1 mrad/s per 
g, then X' = 6.3 (if the drift is in the direction of the 
measured LOS rate). This results in a 60 percent increase 

in initial acceleration and a 10 percent decrease in re-
quired velocity increment. 

Concluding remarks 

The preceding discussion has defined the charac-
teristics of proportional navigation and several of its 
variations and also considered its application to a satel-
lite interceptor. The differences among the various pro-
portional navigation techniques have been described and 
the effects on the interceptor maneuver propulsion system 
illustrated. The differences noted in the propulsion re-
quirements can have significant effect on the development 
of an interceptor configuration. For a given intercept 
condition, the variations in propellant required and 
maximum maneuver thrust for the different guidance 
techniques are not too critical. However, the need for a 
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Guidance type: 

Acceleration commanded 
Initial (gravity units) 
Final (gravity units) 

Thrust commanded 
Maximum 
Minimum 

Throttling ratio 

AV required (.1_ to LOS) 

Propellant required 

True Proportional 
Navigation 

F/m 

14.5 g 
o 

o 
38 600 N (8700 lbf) 

>100:1 

980 m/s 

77 kg 

Problems 

Wo 
*AV = Isp gc In 

Wo - Wf 

Wide throttling 
range 

Noise at low 
LOS rates 

Fig. 15. Comparison of guidance propulsion requirements 

for example interceptor. 

wide throttling range and for on-off operation can impose 
severe design requirements. 
The true proportional navigation system with X > 

2 requires a maneuver thrust capable of continuous mod-
ulation from maximum to zero. This is not available 
presently and would probably have to be approximated 
by an engine with a throttling range of 50 or 60 to 1. 
A further problem occurs at small LOS rates because of 
tracking noise which can cause the measured LOS rate to 
vary in sign, thereby calling for incorrect maneuver 
forces. This effect is reduced by the two variations of 
proportional navigation considered. 
Control based on proportional navigation with bias 

reduces the requirement for extreme throttling range be-
cause the initial acceleration required is less than that for 
true proportional navigation by an amount equal to X VebB 
and the thrust required at intercept is (2X VebB/X — 2) 
minimum. Required thrust variations may be no more 
than 10 to 1. Proportional navigation with dead space 
also reduces the range of engine throttling required; 
however, because the commanded acceleration is cyclic 
after the LOS rate is driven to the dead-space value, the 
engine requires a multiple restart capability. The ad-
vantages of reduced throttling range and minimization 
of tracking noise effects at small LOS rates make these 
two variations more attractive than true proportional 
navigation, with the variation using bias resulting in the 
simplest engine because it does not require a restart 
capability. In summary, the time history of the rotational 
rates of the line-of-sight and control accelerations for the 
three forms of proportional navigation considered in this 
article are depicted in Fig. 14. In addition, Fig. 15 presents 
a comparison of the guidance and propulsion require-

Proportional Navigation 
plus Bias (1 mrad/s) 

F/m 

10.8 g 
3.7 g 

28 900 N (6500 lbf) 
6530 N ( 1470 lbf) 

4.4:1 

1226 m/s 

92.5 kg 

Maximum fuel requirement 

Proportional Navigation 
plus Dead Space (1 mrad/s) 

F/m 

14.5 g 
3.7 g 

38 600 N (8700 lbf) 
6860 N ( 1550 lbf); 

5.6:1 

1038 m/s 

81.1 kg 

On-off-on operation 

ments for these three forms of proportional navigation, 
based on the interceptor example used here. 
A point of interest is the fact that the majority of the 

results presented have been obtained from closed-form 
solutions to the end-game kinematics. These solutions, 
based on simplifying but realistic assumptions and ap-
proximations, yield considerable insight into many of the 
important design parameters and constitute a powerful 
tool in the preliminary analysis of a sophisticated guid-
ance technique. 

Revised text of a paper presented at the IEEE Aerospace Sys-
tems Conference, Seattle, Wash., July 1 l-15, 1966. 
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Scanning the issues 

Transistor Failures. Mysterious fail-
ures in transistors under certain operat-
ing conditions were first reported in 
1958. The failure phenomenon, now 
generally known as second breakdown, 
has since been the subject of intensive 
research. Transistor designers have been 
seeking to understand the phenomenon 
in order to eliminate it, and circuit de-
signers have worked on special designs 
to circumvent it. 

Despite the research, the phenomenon 
of second breakdown is still something 
of a mystery. The first organized dis-
cussion of the problem by the various 
investigators took place at an IEEE 
meeting in 1965. The papers from that 
meeting, and others that have been writ-
ten since, are now being published in 

two special issues of the IEEE TRANS-
ACTIONS ON ELECTRON DEVICES. The 
guest editor, W. M. Portnoy, points out 
that it is generally accepted that second 
breakdown is thermal in origin. How-
ever, the conditions under which it 

occurs, the sites of its occurrence, and the 
nature of these sites constitute prob-
lems that are still under discussion, if 
not dispute. The difficulty of making 
sensible, nondestructive measurements 

Fig. 1. Swept VcE-lc characteristics of 
transistor. Mysterious low-voltage mode 
of curves R, F, and 0 is called second 
breakdown. 

Second 
breakdown 

\i ROF 

is partially responsible for the mystery. 
Portnoy anticipates that the efforts to 
understand and describe second break-
down will continue. But he also expects 
that the greatest efforts will be expended 
where potential economic gains are 
greatest. The problem might be circum-
vented by some combination of device 
and circuit design before the phenome-
non is completely understood. 
A review of what is now known about 

second breakdown appears in the lead 
paper, "A Survey of Second Break-
down," by H. A. Schafft and J. C. 
French. The significance of the problem 
is measured out in one sentence of theirs: 
As the need for highly reliable electronics 
systems, and higher power and higher 
frequency transistors, has grown, so has 
the problem of second breakdown. 
A graphical view of the second-break-

down phenomenon is reflected in Fig. 1. 
These swept Vcg—/c characteristics rep-
resent three different constant base cur-
rent drive conditions; the letters R, 

Fig. 2. Multiplate antenna test section. 

F, and 0 signify, respectively, reverse 
base drive operation, forward base drive 
operation, and operation with the base 
open-circuited. For sufficiently large 
collector currents, each of the three 
curves shows an abrupt decrease in VC J. 
This drop in voltage is the most obvious 
indicator of the initiation of second 
breakdown. 
Although it is not possible to trace 

Schafft's and French's review of the 
research that has been going on, their 
discussion of the meaning of second 
breakdown may be useful to many en-
gineers who work with transistors. The 
authors say: What do we mean by second 
breakdown in diodes or in n +nn + struc-
tures or perhaps in other semiconductor 
devices? We think that the way the term 
"second breakdown" has been generally 
applied suggests that it is meant to 
cover the range of thermally induced 
phenomena that are manifested by an 
apparently spontaneous decrease in 
voltage and a simultaneous constriction 
of current. If second breakdown is the 
result of thermal processes or the de-
pendence of the parameters of the device 
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